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This thesis consists of two distinct parts, an observational section 
concerned with the variability of OH/IR stars, and an instrumental sec-
tion describing the development and calibration of a 1 mm detecting 
system. 
In the first part systematic observations are presented for 14 OH/IR 
stars. Many of the sources show clear periodic variations between 1 and 
10µ and at 1612 MHz with no observable phase difference between the in-
frared and microwave. The best explanation for this correlation seems 
to be that the OH masers are radiatively pumped. In at least two sources 
the 1665/1667-MHz variations are significantly greater and more random 
tnan the 1612-MHz variations. The data are not of sufficient quality to 
determine if the 1665/1667-MHz and infrared variations are correlated. 
No evidence is seen in the infrared for periodic variations of the color 
temperatures of the circumstellar dust shells which are believed to sur-
round many of these stars. For the Mira stars observed, a correlation 
exists between the period of variation, the amplitude of variation at 
2.2µ, the (3.5µ] - [10µ] color index, the separation in velocity of the 
two OH emission features, and the existence of 1.35 cm HO emission. 
2 
The l nnn detecting system described in the second part of this thesis 
utilizes a germanium bolometer as the detecting element. Various filter 
materials - glass fiber impregnated teflon, black polyethylene, a wire 
mesh in •reflection, the atmosphere, and diffraction effects -- combine 
to limit the band~idth of the system to the approximate range of o.8 mm 
to 2 mm. A dual beam chopper is employed with a beam separation of 2.3 
arcminutes and a half-power bea.mwidth of 1. 7 arcminutes. The absolute 
iv 
and relative calibrations of the system ar e based on assumed planetary 
brightness temperatures. The sensitivity of the calibration to changes 
in atmospheric conditions and to differences in source spectra is in-
vestigated, and the sample calibration of several observations is 
described for illustration. 
V 
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INFRARED AND MICROWAVE VARIABILITY OF OH/IR STARS 
2 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Microwave emission from OH molecules in astronomical objects was 
first detected in 1965 from sources associated with H II regions 
(Gunderman 1965; Weaver, Williams, and Dieter 1965). Measurements of 
the angular sizes of the emitting regions (Rogers et al. 1967) implied 
brightness temperatures far in excess of any physical temperature 
associated with the sources and suggested that some kind of maser 
mechanism was probably responsible for the radiation. Since that time 
many other OH microwave emission sources have been found which also 
appear to be maserso Sources with particular microwave characteristics 
appear to be associated with particular types of astronomical objects, 
H II regions, supernova remnants, and infrared stars. In order to 
understand more about the OH masers associated with infrared stars, and 
more about the stars themselves, a program was initiated in the fall of 
1969 to study the time variations in the microwave and infrared lumi-
nosities of these objects. This is the principal subject of part I of 
this thesis. The program has been a joint effort between the author, 
who has made most of the infrared measurements, and Kenneth P. Bechis 1 
who has made most of the microwave measurements. 
In the remaining part of this chapter the previously known proper-
ties and theories of the OH/infrared star sources will be reviewed. The 
preliminary analysis and interpretation of the microwave and infrared 
variability have been performed by the author and are described briefly 
in Chapter II which is a summary of the results of this study of vari-
ability. Appendix A of part I of this thesis is a separate paper which 
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will be submitted for publication and is co-authored by K. Bechis. 
W. Wilson, and J. Ball. The paper contains brief descriptions of the 
· observational techniques and data analysis and the entire discussion and 
interpretation of the data. The appendix to the paper contains the 
observations and the results of statistical analyses of the observations. 
Appendix B of part I of this thesis is a detailed description of the 
infrared equipment and observational procedures, and Appendix C describes 
the computer programs used in the data analysis. 
The sources which were observed in this study of variability are 
listed in Table 1. A typical microwave spectrum is shown in Figure 1. 
One property which appears to be common to all the OH/IR stellar sources 
is that the positions of the OH source and the associated infrared star 
always coincide within the accuracy of the measurements which in some 
cases is better than ±5 arcsec (Hyland et al. 1972). All of these 
sources emit microwave line radiation at either 1612, 1665, 1667 MHz or 
some combination of the three. Emission is not observed at 1720 MHz, 
the fourth possible transition in the hyperfine split, lamda-doubled 
ground state of the OH molecule. There is also no observable 18 cm 
wavelength continuum flux from these emitters. The sources which are 
variable are associated with oxygen rich, Mira type or semi-regular 
long period variable stars. The two sources, NML Cyg and VY CMa, which 
may not be periodic variables are associated with oxygen rich late M 
type supergiant stars (Hyland et al. 1972). 
The microwave emission is usually observed at two nearby frequen-




U Ori +20127 
VY CMA -30087 
-20197 
W Hya -30207 
S CrB +30272 
U Her +20298 
VX Sgr -20431 
R Aql +10406 
-20540 





v - OH Emission 
1612, 1667 * 
* 1612, 1667 
1665, 1667 
1612, 1665, 1667 
* 1612, 1667 
1665, 1667 
* 1612, 1665, 1667 
1665, 1667 
1612, * 1665 , 1667 
1612, 1667 
1612, 1667 * 
* 1612, 1665 , 1667 





NML Cyg +40448 1612, 1665, 1667, 6035 
(1) Neugebauer and Leighton (1969) 
(2) Hyland et al. (1972) 
(3) Robinson, Caswell, and Goss (1970) 
(4) Robinson, Caswell, and Dickel (1971) 
(5) Wilson (1970) 
(6) Wilson, Barrett, and Moran (1970) 
(7) Wilson et al. (1972) 
(8) Zuckermann et al. (1972) 
(9) Eliassen and Bartlett (1969) 
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shown, taken from Wilson (1970). 
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imply velocity differences of 5 to 60 km s- 1• When optical absorption 
lines have been observed, generally the numerically greater OH velocity 
· (receding) coincides closely with the velocity of the optical lines 
which are believed to indicate the stellar velocity (Wilson, Barrett, 
and Moran 1970; Wallerstein 1971). 
In the infrared between 5 and 20µ many of the stars shov excess 
radiation over that which would be. expected from their color tempera-
tures at shorter wavelengths. This has generally been taken as implying 
the existence of a dust shell around the star which absorbs some of the 
1 to 3µ radiation of the star, is heated to about 600°K, and reradiates 
the energy between 5 and 20µ. There is evidence that many of these 
stars are relatively old and evolved and therefore are less likely to 
have circumstellar shells left over from their formation (Hyland et al. 
1972). - In addition, there is evidence from optical spectra that many 
late type stars are . losing mass (Deutsch 1960; Wallerstein 1971). 
Therefore, it is likely that the dust shells around these stars form 
from mass which is lost from the stars (Hyland et al. 1972; Gehrz and 
Woolf 1971). 
There is a definite tendency for the stars with large excess infra-
red radiation at the longer wavelengths to have the 1612-MHz OH emission 
stronger than the 1665/1667-MHz emission and to have a greater separa-
tion in velocity between the two microwave features. There is also an 
indication that all the sources may exhibit a considerably narrower 
range in intrinsic luminosities at 1665/1667 MHz than at 1612 MHz 
(Wilson et al. 1972). 
On,ly one source, NML Cyg, has been interferome.trically mapped and 
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only in its 1612-MHz emission (Davies, Masheder, and Booth 1972). The 
emission at different velocities comes from many distinct points which 
are typically separated by 0.1 to 1.0 arcsec. This corresponds to a 
physical separation of about 1015 to 1016 cm at a distance of 500 pc 
which has been derived from considerations of interstellar reddening 
(Johnson 1968). The characteristic size of the emitting regions is 
about 0.08 a.rcsec (Wilson, Barrett, and Moran 1970). 
In the visual part of the spectrum a vast quantity of data exists 
on Mira variables but there is still no detailed picture of what causes 
the variations or even what happens during the variations. The obser-
vations are consistent with a model in which the star pulsates in size 
with the surface temperature varying by 400 to 800°K as an inverse 
function of the size. In this model maximum visual light (o.4 to 
0.7µ), which is highly dependent on molecular absorbers, occurs about 
the same time as minimum size, while maximum luminosity occurs about 
0.1 period later (Pettit and Nicholson 1933). Variations in the radial 
velocity of optical emission lines of up to about 5 km s- 1 occur during 
the cycle of variation. Changes in the character of the spectrum are 
also observed. Basically the absorption spectrum appears cooler as the 
star becomes fainter, but spectral changes only approximately follow 
the light variations. Somewhat before maximum light, emission lines are 
seen which remain until close to minimum light and which appear to have 
a negative (approaching) radial velocity relative to the absorption 
lines (Merrill 1960). It has been suggested by Merrill and Deutsch 
(1959) and Fujita (1970) that these originate in material near a shock 
wave which starts deep in the star and slowly propagates outward. At 
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maximum light, when the proposed shock wave reaches the photosphere of 
the star where the absorption lines originate, the shock may slowly 
· dissipate, although emission lines may still be excited as the shock 
moves out through optically thin parts of the atmosphere (Frogel 1971). 
The physicsl processes related to the occurrence of and properties 
of the maser emission from these stars are not well understood. Previous 
investigators have made suggestions as to the nature of the sources based 
on·1 the available theory and observations, and these will now be summa.;.. 
rized. 
Before any of the OH/IR sources were discovered, Litvak (1969) 
described a theory of near infrared, 2,8µ, pumping of OH masers which 
predicted 1612-MHz emission. Wilson, Barrett, and Moran (1970) subse-
quently observed such emission from several infrared stars and found 
that, to some extent, they could interpret their observations in terms 
of Litvak's model with reasonable assumptions of the unknown parameters. 
More recently, however, Wilson et al. (1972) noted that the existence of 
sources with 1665/1667-MHz emission stronger than any 1612-MHz emission 
is not readily predicted by Litvak's model. In addition, Litvak and 
Dickinson (1972) have found that the near infrared pumping model is 
quite sensitive to the strengths of the near infrared transitions which 
are not well known. Therefore, although there is some agreement between 
the observations and the 2.8µ pumping model, it is by no means certain 
that these sources are described completely by that model. 
In order to explain the occurrence of 1665/1667- MHz emission along 
with 1612-MHz emission in terms of Litvak's (1969) model, Wilson, Barrett, 
and Moran (1970) had to assume kinetic temperatures larger than those 
9 
implied by the maser linewidths. They assumed, therefore, that some 
line-narrowing had probably occurred and concluded from the work of 
Litvak (1970) that the masers were not completely saturated. Goldreich 
and Kwan (1973, private communication) have recently shown, however, 
that in some cases line-narrowing may occur in fully saturated astro-
physical masers. Furthermore, Wilson, Barrett, and Moran (1970) found 
that other characteristics of these masers, principally the polarization 
properties, suggested that the masers are saturated. In summary, the 
question of saturation is not well resolved, but it appears more likely 
that the masers are saturated than unsaturated. 
Several models have been suggested to explain the occurrence of 
emission from these sources in two restricted velocity ranges; none, 
however, is completely free of problems. Wilson and Barrett (1972) 
ruled out rotating gas cloud models on the basis of stability and ruled 
out contracting models on the basis of insufficient path length to ex-
plain the observations in terms of Litvak's pumping model. In addition, 
the infrared and visual observations mentioned previously suggest that 
these stars are losing mass and may have expanding gas shells surrounding 
them. Wilson and Barrett (1972), therefore, suggested a shock front 
model. In this model there is a shock front located far from the star 
with rapidly expanding gas on the side nearest the star and gas station-
ary vith respect to the star on the other side. Woolf (1972), on the 
other hand, has proposed an expanding model where the emission arises 
from material in the line of sight to the star and from material 90° 
away with respect to the star which has only a tangential component of 
velocity* He suggests that these two components of the expanding 
10 
circumstellar gas cloud would be the only two with both large path 
length and no significant velocity gradient. This type of model was 
also invoked by Davies, Masheder, and Booth (1972) to explain their 
observations of NML Cyg. There is no strong evidence from other 
observations to support either model in particular and, therefore, the 
geometry of these sources, as well as the pumping and saturation, are 
still open to question. 
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II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The aim of the joint study of variability described here has been 
to obtain monthly measurements of the microwave spectra and infrared 
fluxes of ten 1612-MHz sources and more recently of several 1665/1667-MHz 
sources. The microwave data have been characterized by the following 
five quantities: the peak flux densities of both the low and high 
velocity emission features, the integrated flux in both features, and 
the total integrated flux. The infrared fluxes have been measured in 
six wavelength bands centered around 1.2, 1.6, 2.2, 3.5, 4.8, and 10µ 
and are plotted in magnitudes (-2.5 Log FA+ CA) in Appendix A of part I 
of this thesis along with the microwave data. 
It is clear from Appendix A that the microwave and infrared varj-
ations of many of these sources are roughly periodic. Sine waves have 
been fit to the 1612-MHz and infrared variations with all parameters of 
the sine wave determined by the fitting and also with the period fixed 
to that of the 2.2µ variations. In all of the 1612-MHz sources both 
the period and phase of the microwave variations are identical to those 
of the infrared variations within the error limits of the data. These 
limits generally imply an upper limit to the phase differences of about 
60 days. Correlation coefficients between the microwave and infrared 
variations were also computed and these confirm the apparent correlation 
between the 1612-MHz and infrared variations. The correlations are less 
clear in the weakest microwave sources, but within the errors the data 
are consistent with the microwave and infrared variations being corre-
lated as for the other sources. 
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Two sources have not shown obvious periodic variations in either 
their 1612-MHz or infra.red fluxes. VY CMa has remained constant in both 
wavelength regions while NML Cyg has shown only small but significant 
long term correlated variations in its 1612-MHz and infrared fluxes. 
Both sources, therefore, also exhibit correlations similar to those of 
the periodic variables. 
The behavior of the 1665/1667-MHz emitters is not clear because the 
sources associated with periodic variable stars are weak; the only strong 
sources are associated with VY CMa and NML Cyg. Sine wave fits and 
correlation coefficients indicate a possible, but not definite, correla-
tion between the microwave and infrared variations of most of the sources. 
Because of the short time coverage, however, and larger relative errors 
for these weak microwave sources, it is impossible to drav definite con-
clusions. It is certain, however, that the 1665/1667-MHz variations of 
VY CMa and NML Cyg are significantly larger and more random than either 
the infrared or 1612-MHz variations. 
A by-product of this study has been the determination of the periods 
of several optically faint Mira type variable stars with large 10µ/3.5µ 
flux ratios and therefore probably with relatively thick circumstellar 
dust shells. In Figure 2 the periods of variation of all the periodic 
variable stars observed in this study are plotted along with: (1) the 
amplitudes of variation at 2.2µ, (2) the (3.5µ] - [10µ] color indices, 
and (3) the separations in velocity between the two OH microwave emission 
features. Hyland et al. (1972) · noted a tendency for longer period stars 
to have larger amplitudes and larger [0.8µ) - [2.2µ] color indices, and 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































color indices had larger separations in velocity between the microwave 
emission features. In fact, it is clear from Figure 2 that all four 
quantities are correlated with each other. The interpretation of these 
relationships in terms of cause and effect is not clear, but it is 
certain that the longer period stars have larger amplitudes of variation. 
The larger amplitudes may be accompanied by greater mechanical activity 
leading to more mass loss and higher velocities of expulsion of the gas, 
or the longer period stars may have intrinsically greater luminosities 
driving more mass loss and greater velocities of expulsion. 
The two most important results of this study are the findings of a 
correlation between the 1612-MHz and the infrared variations, and the 
lack of a phase lag between the two for all the sources observed. 
Other results which bear on the conclusions are: (1) there are no 
periodic or monotonic variations in velocity of the microwave emission 
features greater than o.4 km s-1 , (2) there are no systematic or periodic 
variations in the shape of the 1612-MHz spectra, although there are 
occasional random changes, (3) the 1612-MHz flux of one source, VY CMa, 
has remained constant for over three years, and (4) the 1612-MHz fluxes 
of the periodic variable stars are roughly repeatable. 
The conclusions of this study are based on the premise that in all 
the sources the physical separation between the OH maser and the star is 
too large for any mass motion or pressure wave to travel from the star 
to the OH cloud without an observable phase lag_. With this premise the 
1612-MHz/infrared correlation must be due to some radiative coupling 
mechanism between the stars and the masering OH clouds. Three points 
suggest that the OH is at least 3 x 1014 cm away from the stars. First. 
15 
assuming a distance to NML Cyg of 500 pc, which is probably accurate to 
within a factor of 3, Davies, Ma.sheder, and Booth (1972) have shown from 
VLBI measurements that the typical separation of OH maser emitting points 
in NML Cyg is about 10 16 cm. Therefore, the ma.sering OH clouds are on 
the order of 10 16 cm from the star. Secondly, as Wilson (1970) noted,· 
because no variation is seen in the velocity of the OH maser lines, 
although variations are seen in the velocity of optical spectral lines, 
the OH is probably mechanically decoupled from the star. Therefore, the 
OH is probably at least several stellar radii or a few x 10 14 cm distant 
from the stars. Thirdly, Litvak (1969) has noted that far infrared 
resonance fluorescence, which is probably necessary in the maser pump to 
select particular hyperfine states, is quenched at densities greater than 
about 108cm-3 • These densities are at least 103 lower than typical stellar 
photospheric densities also suggesting that the OH must be at least sev-
eral stellar radii away from the stars. An upper limit to the velocity 
of mass motion seems to be about 50 km s- 1 which is the separation in 
velocity of the microwave or optical spectral lines; the velocity of 
s0W1d in the circumstellar medium is probably even smaller, only a few 
km s-1 (Wilson 1970). Therefore, the minimum phase lag for mass motion 
or pressure waves to travel from the star to the OH cloud is 
(3 x 109 km)/(50 km s~1 ) or two years. 
Possible radiative coupling mechanisms which might cause the 
correlated variations are: (1) the stellar light may be able to affect 
the creation or destruction of OH molecules in the maser region, or 
(2) the maser may be amplifying the variable 1612-MH.z continuum radiation 
directly from the star, or (3) the varying stellar radiation may be able 
16 
to affect the collision rate populating or de-populating the inversion 
by changing the temperature in the masering region, or (4) the masers 
may be radiatively pumped by the infrared radiation from the star and/or 
dust shell. The first suggestion can be ruled out because the minimum 
energy necessary to affect the electronic configuration of OH corresp·onds 
to radiation of wavelength o.4µ where these infrared stars emit very 
little energy. The second suggestion is also unlikely for two reasons. 
If the maser were amplifying the background stellar radiation, emission 
vould only be seen in the line of sight to the star, contrary to the 
findings of Davies, Masheder, and Booth (1972) for NML Cyg. Secondly, 
if the masers are saturated, as seems likely, the maser output would not 
depend on the input intensity unless the maser beaming were variable. It 
is also unlikely that the microwave variations are due to a varying tem-
perature in the maser medium although this possibility cannot definitely 
be ruled out. In a few x 106 seconds, the upper limit to the phase lag 
between the infrared and 1612-MHz variations, the circumstellar gas tem-
perature can probably vary only about 0.1 to 1 percent. If the masers 
vere sensitive to such small temperature.variations, then random vari-
ations in the kinetic temperature of the maser medium would lead to large 
random variations in the maser output which are not seen. 
The explanation for the 1612-MHz/infrared correlations which is most 
consistent with the observations is that the masers are pumped by the 
stellar infrared radiation. Hyland et al. (1972) showed that, assuming 
isotropic microwave and infrared emission and equal fractional line 
widths, the number of photons emitted from most of the OH/IR stars at 
2. 8 and 35µ is comparable to or exc~eds the number of 1612-MHz photons, 
17 
and therefore infrared radiative pwnping is at least energetically 
possible. This conclusion is not significantly changed by the present 
observations; the ratios of infrared to 1612-MHz photons do not vary by 
more than a factor of 2 to 3 during the cycles of variation. The most 
likely infrared pump transitions are at those wavelengths where the ratio 
of infrared to 1612-MHz photons is greater than 1. Assuming a reasonable 
extrapolation of the energy distributions, this occurs for most of the 
sources between about 2 and 40µ. Since the only allowed transitions 
from the ground state of the OH molecule in this range involve 2.8 or 35µ 
radiation, these are probably the most likely pump wavelengths, 
As was noted earlier, it seems probable that these masers are 
saturated. Small random changes in the population inversion in the maser 
are likely because of turbulence and, if the masers were unsaturated, 
these changes in the population inversion would exponentially affect the 
output. This would lead to large random changes in the maser emission 
which are not observed. 
If the masers are saturated, then the microwave output should be 
linearly proportional to the pump rate. In many cases, however, the 
infrared variations are significantly larger than the microwave vari-
ations, and in one case, R Aql, the infrared variations are smaller than 
the microwave. Therefore, the pump rate is probably not strictly 
proportional to the infrared photon rate, possibly because of collisional 
pumping, non-linearities in the radiative processes due to stimulated 
emission, or a color dependence of the pumping mechanism because of the 
existence of more than one pump wavelength. 
It was noted in Chapter I that only one theory exists at present 
18 
for the pumping of these masers, that of Litvak (1969) and Litvak and 
Dickinson (1972). The existence of a correlation between the infrared 
and microwave variations is consistent with virtually any radiative 
pumping model and is therefore consistent with Litvak and Dickinson's 
model as they have stated. Except for the possible wavelength limits 
on the pumping transitions of 2 to 40µ suggested earlier, however, there 
is no clear evidence for any particular radiative pumping scheme. 
In summary, the main observational results of this study are: 
(1) A good correlation exists between the period of variation, 
amplitude of variation in the infrared, (3,5µ) - (10µ] 
color index, and velocity separation of the two microwave 
emission features for the Mira type variable stars ob-
served. 
(2) The 1612-MHz and infrared flux variations in the sources 
observed are correlated and in phase within the errors. 
The most important conclusions of this study are: 
(1) The best explanation for the correlated microwave and 
infrared variations is that the masers are radiatively 
pumped. 
(2) The ma.sers are probably saturated. 
19 
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ABSTRACT 
The OH microwave and infrared variability of 14 OH/IR stars have 
been studied. Many of the sources show clear periodic flux variations 
between 1 and 10µ and in the 1612-MHz OH lines with no observable phase 
difference between the infrared and microwave. The best explanation for 
this correlation seems to be that the OH masers are radiatively pumped. 
In at least two sources the 1665- and 1667-MHz variations are signifi-
cantly greater and more random than in the 1612-MHz sources. The data 
are not of sufficient quality to determine if the 1665/1667-MHz and in-
frared variations are significantly correlated. A correlation exists 
between the period of variation, the amplitude of variation at 2.2µ, 
the (3.5µ] - (10µ] color index, the separation in velocity of the two 
OH emission features, and the existence of 1.35 cm H20 emission in the 
Mira type stars observed. No evidence is seen in the infrared for 
periodic variations of the color temperatures of the circumstella.r dust 
shells which are believed to surround many of these stars. 
2l 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The class of OH microwave emission sources associated with infrared ,r-, 
stars was first studied in detail by Wilson, Barrett, and Moran (1970). 
Since then there have been several microwave and infrared studies of 
these and other similar objects (Hyland et al. 1972; Wilson and Barrett 
1972; and Wilson et al. 1972). The properties of these sources delin-
eated in the previous studies can be summarized as follows. The stars 
with which the OH sources are associated are irregular supergiant vari-
ables or are Mira type long period variables with regular variations of 
periods of one to two years. All appear :· to be oxygen rich stars with 
surface temperatures of 1800 to 2800°K. Most are believed to be evolved 
stars undergoing mass loss and surrounded by 600 to 800°K dust shells. 
These shells presumably absorb near infrared stellar radiation and emit 
strongly between 3 and 20µ. The OH emission typically occurs in two 
velocity ranges separated by 5 to 50 km s- 1• There is a tendency for 
those sources with the thickest dust shells to have 1612-MHz emission 
stronger than any 1665- or 1667-MHz emission, and conversely. The OH 
emission is typically weakly polarized if at all, and there is no de-· 
tectable radio continuum or 1720-MHz emission. 
The above studies have included some mention of the variability of 
the sources, and on the basis of four OH microwave measurements Wilson 
(1970) suggested a possible correlation between the 1612-l..filz OH and 
infrared flux variations of IRC+lOOll. No detailed investigation of the 
variability has been reported, however. Such a study is especially im-
portant for the stellar OH/IR sources because the OH masers are apparently 
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coincident with known variable stars which are probably the best under-
stood of any type of object with which OH masers are associated. 
In this paper we report results of a study initiated in the fall of 
1969. The aim of this program was to measure monthly the microwave 
spectra at 1612 MHz and the broadband infrared fluxes at six wavelengths 
for ten OH/IR sources. These observations represent the first conclusive 
evidence for well-defined., periodic variations in the flux from any type 
of OH microwave emitter. Following the discovery of OH/IR stars that 
emit mainly at 1665 and/or 1667 MHz (see e.g. Wilson et al. 1972), the 
program was expanded to include four of these sources, a.swell as the 
1665/1667-MHz emission of three of the 1612-1',fi-Iz sources. These data are 
not nearly as extensive as those on the 1612-MHz sources, but they are 
interesting enough to warrant inclusion in this study. 
I.I. INSTRUMENTATION 
A. Microwave Equipment and Techniques 
Nearly all the OH spectral line measurements were made by KPB with 
the Harvard College Observatory--Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
84-foot radio telescope at Agassiz Station, in Harvard, Massachusetts. 
In a Cassegrainian configuration the half-power beamwidth of the antenna 
at 18 cm wavelength is approximately 30', and the pointing accuracy is 
approximately± 3•. The receiver contained an uncooled non-degenerate 
parametric amplifier. Signal processing was done with a 50-filter 
spectral line radiometer, and the resolution was usually 1.5 or 5 KHz 
(0.3 or 1.0 km s- 1 ). Over the three years of the observations, the 
total system noise temperature of the receiver varied from about 150°K 
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to about 250°K. This slow change has been taken into account in all the 
measurements and calibrations. The two senses of circular polarization 
were observed separately and later summed to give Stokes parameter S
0
, 
the total unpolarized flux. 
Flux calibrations were done mainly using 3C274 (Virgo A) and 
occasionally Cas A. It was assumed that the calibration sources and the 
OH emission sources are all small compared to the beamwidth. The flux 
density of 3C274 was taken to be S =180.5 f.u. at 1612 MHz (1 f,u. = 
0 
The Cas A flux density was calculated from the for-
mula suggested by Allen (1967): S = 6500(v/0.4)-0• 785 f.u. for Vin 
0 . 
GHz for the epoch 1964.4, and a secular decrease of 1.1 percent per year. 
This gives, for example, 2015 f. u. at 1612 MHz for the epoch 1971. 4, · ·· 
which is approximately halfway through the observing program. The ratio 
of flux to antenna temperature (both S
0
) for a small diameter source is 
approximately 6.5 f.u. 0 IC 1• 
Five times during the monitoring program additional OH observations 
were made with the 140-foot telescope of the National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory (NRAO)*. These observations were made during 1969 August/ 
*The National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Green Bank, West Virginia, is 
operated by Associated Universities, Inc., under contract with the 
National Science Foundation. 
September, 1970 February, 1970 September/October, 1971 October/November 
and 1972 April by WJW, KPB, and JAB. This antenna was illuminated at the 
prime focus with a scalar feed that gave a half-power bea.mwidth of 18 1 
at a wavelength of 18 cm. The feed provided two orthogonally polarized 
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ports, and a cooled parametric amplifier receiver was connected to each 
port. The system noise temperature of each receiver was about 75°K. 
Spectral line processing was done with the NRAO 384-channel autocorre-
lation system, which was used either as one 384-channel autocorrelator 
or as two 192-channel autocorrelators. For all observations at least 
tvo orthogonal senses of linear polarization were observed and later 
summed to give S
0
• In some cases left and right circular polarizations 
vere measured and summed to provide an independent measurement of S0 • 
Flux calibrations at the NRAO were made using the unpolarized con-
tinuum source 3C218 which was assumed to have a flux density of 37,5 f.u. 
at 1612 MHz, 36.~ f.u. at 1666 MHz, and a spectral index of -0.91 
(Kellermann, Pauliny-Toth, and Williams 1969). The ratio of flux to 
antenna temperature (both S
0
) for a small diameter source was typically 
about 1.98 f.u. °K-l. 
B. Infrared Equipment and Techniques 
The broad-band infrared fluxes betwe.en land 10µ were measured 
primarily by PMH with the 60-inch telescope of the Hale Observatories on 
Mt. Wilson, using the photometer described by Becklin and Neugebauer 
(1968). Measurements were made relative to five or six standard stars 
on each night. These vere used to determine a sensitivity for the night 
at each wavelength, and, for all but the faintest stars, the relative 
agreement of the standards determined the errors assigned to the measure-
ments. Nominal air mass corrections were applied to all the data, and, 
whenever possible, measurements were made at zenith angles less than 
60°. The wavelengths observed were 1.25-µ (1.15 - 1. 35µ), 1.65µ 
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(1.50 - 1.75µ), 2.2µ (2.0 - 2.4µ), 3.5µ (3.2 - 4.1µ), 4.8µ (4.6 - 5.1µ), 
and 10µ (8 - 13µ). The absolute calibration has been described by Wilson 
et al. (l972). 
III. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
A. TheD~a 
The microwave and infrared observations of all the observed stars 
are displayed as light curves in the Appendix. The following five param-
eters of the 1612-MHz data have been graphed: the peak flux densities 
within the low- and high-velocity features, the integrated flux in each 
group of features, and the total integrated flux. These five parameters 
generally specify all the 1612-MHz variations because the velocities and 
shapes of the OH features have not varied significantly in most cases. 
Except for some of the spectra of R Aql, VY CMa, and NML Cyg, the 1665-
and 1667-MHz data were parametrized only by the peak and integrated flux 
densities of all the features in each spectrwn. 
Errors in the microwave and infrared observations arise from both 
random noise in the detectors and from systematic changes in the cali-
bration of the detecting system. For many of the microwave data and for 
almost all of the infrared data, the principal contribution to the errors 
is from the calibration changes. 
The error limits on the microwave observations were estimated from 
observed changes in system gain and from the agreement of measurements 
made less than a few days apart. These limits appear to be about ±15 
percent. On the 84-foot telescope the integration times on the weaker 
sources were usually chosen to give a statistical error of about 
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± 2 f. u. (2cr), and this was added in quadrature to the 15 percent sta-
bility error for all measurements. These error estimates are believed 
to represent 90 to 95 percent confidence limits. One confirmation of 
the estimated size of the errors is that the 1612-MHz flux of VY CMa 
has remained constant within the errors for the entire period of the 
observations. This would be unlikely unless the source had remained 
nearly constant and the errors had been determined correctly. 
The error limits on the infrared observations were determined from 
the agreement of the standard sources measured along with the OH/IR 
stars. The agreement is usually either on the order of, or significantly 
better than, ±10 percent; the corresponding error limits on the magnitudes 
vere set to either± 0.15 or± 0.10 magnitude. 
A x2 test for the degree of variability, several sine wave fits, and 
a correlation coefficient test were performed on the infrared and micro-
vave data. These are described in detail in the Appendix. In the fol-
lowing sections we discuss the observed infrared and microwave variability 
and the results of these statistical tests. 
B. Infrared Variations 
Except in NML Cyg and VY CMa, the values of x2 given in Table l of 
the Appendix indicate significant variation of all the stars at all 
infrared wavelengths. Both the appearance of the light curves and the 
values of x2 suggest that NML Cyg has probably shown small long-term 
variations while VY. CMa has probably remained constant within the errors. 
For the stars for which both visual and infrared periods have been 
determined, the periods agree well (Appendix, Table 2). In addition, 
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the phases of the infrared variations are equal at all wavelengths except 
that the long wavelength flux may peak slightly ahead of the shorter 
· wavelength fluxes (Appendix, Table 3). Where available, the times of 
visual maxima and minima obtained from light curves of the AAVSO (Mayall, 
private conmunication) are indicated on the infrared light curves in 
the Appendix. The infrared light maximum lags the visual typically by 
0.1 to 0.2 period, in agreement with the previous observations of Pettit 
and Nicholson (1933), Mendoza (1967), Lockwood and Wing (1971), and 
rrogel (1971). The amplitudes of variation of the broad-band 2,2µ 
fluxes are somewhat smaller than the 1.04µ amplitudes of Lockwood and 
Wing, and marginally larger than the narrow-band 2,25µ amplitudes of 
Frogel. 
For the Mira variables observed, a definite correlation has been 
fowid between the four quantities plotted in Figure l -- the period, 
the 2.2µ amplitude, the [3.5µ] - [10µ] color index, and the separation 
in· velocity between the two groups of OH emission features. Several 
aspects of this correlation were seen previously. In particular, Merrill 
{1960) has noted a possible correlation between the periods of variation 
and the visual amplitudes of Mira stars, and Lockwood and Wing (1971) 
found a clear period-amplitude relationship at 1.04µ, especially for a 
sample restricted to pure M stars. Furthermore, Hyland et al. (1972) 
noted a tendency for longer period stars to have larger amplitudes and lar-
ger [0.8µ] - [2.2µ] color indices, and Wilson et al. (1972) found that the 
stars with larger (3.5µ] - [10µ] color indices have larger separations 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































significant that the six shorter-period stars in Figure 1 all shov 1.35 cm 
H
2
o emission vhile none of the five longer-period stars are known to have 
such emission. 
Most of the stars observed show variations in color during their 
cycles of light variation. The amplitudes of variation at each wavelength 
shovn in Figure 2 for four of the stars observed in this study are illus-
trative of the general behavior of all the sources (Appendix, Table 6). 
The amplitudes generally decrease f'rom 1.2 to 3.5µ and are roughly con-
stant between 3.5 and 10µ. The phase of the color variations is the same 
as that of the flux variations, that is, the stars appear reddest at 
minimum light. This is consistent with Frogel's (1971) broad-band ob-
servations between 1.2 and 3.5µ. The stars with the least color varia-
tion are those with the shortest periods and smallest [3.5µ] - [10µ] 
color indices; these stars also tend to have 1665/1667-MHz emission 
stronger than any 1612-MHz emission that may be present. 
C. Microwave Variations 
The significance of the observed microwave variability was estab-
lished by performing a x2 test on all the data (Appendix, Table 1). 
Except for NML Cyg and VY CMa, the value of x2 is greater than about 2 
for the variations of virtually all the peak and integrated 1612-MHz 
flux densities of all the sources. In the three cases where the value 
or x2 is less than 2 at 1612 MHz, the average value of the peak flux 
density is only about 5 f.u. In these cases the errors are apparently 
masking the variations which have been observed in the data taken on the 
140-foot antenna with a higher signal-to-noise ratio. The values of x2 
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Fig. 2 (Appendix A) - The log of the amplitude of variation 
at 1.2, 1.6, 2.2, 3.5, 4.8, and 10µ is shown for 
four representative stars. 
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for the 1612-MHz fluxes of VY CMa and NML Cyg indicate that VY CMa has 
remained constant within the errors but that the integrated flux of 
NML Cyg is probably variable and with a larger amplitude than that of 
the peak flux density. 
Except for some of the parameters of the 1665/1667- MHz fluxes of 
VY CMa, the only cases where the values of x2 indicate no significant 
variability at 1665 and 1667 MHz are those where the peak flux densities 
average less than 5 f.u. Therefore, all the sources are probably vari-
able. Several of the parameters of the 1665/1667- MHz fluxes of VY CMa 
appear to be relatively constant while others show large variations. 
Since Robinson, Caswell, and Goss (1970) have found large changes in the 
intensity and polarization of the 1665/1667-MHz spectra of VY CMa, and 
since we have not measured all the Stokes parameters of the emission, it 
is difficult to conclude more from .our data than the fact that the 
1665/1667-MHz spectra of VY CMa vary considerably more than the 1612-MHz 
spectra. The variations in the 1667-MHz and perhaps the 1665-MHz flux 
of NML Cyg are also larger than the 1612-MHz variations, and in general, 
the variations of the 1665/1667-MHz fluxes of all the sources seem to be 
greater than the typical 1612-MHz variations. 
The periods of the 1612-MHz variations determined by sine wave fit-
ting are given in Table 2 of the Appendix. The 1665/1667-MHz data are 
not of sufficient quality or quantity to obtain meaningful determinations 
of the periods, if periods exist. 
D. · Correlations Between Microwave and Infra.red Variations 
The most important aspect of this study is th.e indication of a 
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correlation between the infrared and 1612-MHz OH variability of the sources 
observed. This is illustrated in Figure 3 for four of the stronger sources 
and has been confirmed for all the sources in several ways. 
It is clear from Table 2 of the Appendix that for virtually all the 
sources the periods determined by the sine-wave fitting for the 1612-MHz 
and infrared fluxes are roughly equal. The only exceptions are IRC-20540 
vhich is a relatively weak microwave source and VX Sgr which has large 
differences in amplitude from cycle to cycle. The phases of the infra-
red and microwave variations in Table 3 of the Appendix for the 1612-MHz 
sources are also equal within the confidence limits for virtually all the 
sources. Finally, correlation coefficients between the microwave and 
infrared variations were computed as described in the Appendix and listed 
there in Table 4 for the 1612-MHz sources. These coefficients show that 
the microwave and infrared variations are clearly correlated in the stron-
ger sources, although less obviously correlated in several of the weaker 
sourcese In the weaker microwave sources, however, the error limits are 
comparable to the probable size of the variations and a smaller correla-
tion would be expected. Correlation coefficients were also computed for 
NML Cyg because it has probably shown small but significant variations. 
The variations in the integrated flux of NML Cyg are well correlated with 
the infrared, but the variations in the peak flux densities do not show 
any definite correlation. It should be noted that the variations of 
NML Cyg may be periodic but of such a .long period and small amplitude 
that the time scale of these observations is too short to establish the 
periodicity. 
The un.certainties in the OH microwave amplitudes are too large to 
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determine if a correlation exists between the infrared and 1612-MHz OH 
amplitudes. The data in Table 6 of the Appendix, however, suggest that, 
except for R Aql, the amplitudes of the 1612-MHz variations are signifi-
c.antly less than, or at most equal to, the infrared amplitudes. 
Th~ phases derived by sine wave fitting with the period fixed to 
that of the visual variations and the correlation coefficients for the 
variations of the 1665/1667-MHz sources are given in Table 5 of the 
Appendix. The short time coverage a.nd weaker fluxes of the 1665/1667-MHz 
sources make the detection of a correlation with the infrared difficult, 
if such exists. The results in Table 5 are not conclusive; within the 
errors they mey be consistent with the existence of a correlation between 
the infrared and 1665/1667-MHz variability of most sources. 
E. Summary of Observational Results 
The most important observational results of this study are: 
(1) The infrared and 1612-MHz variations of VX Sgr and of all 
the observed Mira type OH/IR stars are roughly periodic. 
The periods in both the infrared and microwave are equal 
and range from about 300 to 700 days (Appendix, Table 2). 
The maxima and minima of both the infrared and 1612-MHz 
fluxes of the periodic sources are roughly repeatable. 
The infrared and 1612-MHz fluxes of VY CMa have remained 
constant while NML Cyg has probably shown small long-term 
variations at both wavelengths. 
(2) The amplituQes of variation in the infrared generally de-
crease with increasing wavelength from 1.2 to 3.5µ and are 
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roughly constant between 3.5 and 10~ (Figure 2; Appendix, 
Table 6). The ratios of maximum to minimum flux range 
from less than 2 to greater than 10 for different stars 
at different wavelengths. 
(3) The amplitude of variation in the OH microwave flux is 
usually on the order of or significantly smaller than the 
amplitude at all observed infrared wavelengths (Appendix, 
Table 6). The ratio of maximum to minimum 1612-MHz flux 
density is typically between 2 and 4. 
(4) The phases of the variations at all infrared wavelengths 
and at 1612 MHz for the periodic variables are equal with-
in the computed confidence limits of the observations, 
generally about 60 days, or O.l to 0.2 period (Appendix, 
Table 3). The 1612-MH.z and infrared variations of the 
periodic variables are well correlated (Figure 3; Appendix, 
Table 4) as are the small. long-term variations of NML Cyg. 
(5) There are no velocity variations of the 1612-MHz OH lines 
within the observational Wlcertainty about 0.3 lan s-1 
for strong features. 
(6) There are no systematic or periodic changes in the 1612-MHz 
feature widths, separations, or the number of features of 
the spectra as the total flux varies, but there are occa-
sional random variations in feature strength. 
(7) The 1665/1667-MHz flux variations are not definitely cor-
related with the infrared variations, and in at least t~o 
sources, NML Cyg and VY CMa, they are significantly greater 
and more random than the 1612-MHz variations. 
(8) A close correlation exists between the period of variation, 
the amplitude of variation, the [3.5µ] - [lOu] color index, 
and the separation in velocity between the OH emission 
features. for the Mira type stars as shown in Figure 1. 
Some correlation between these four quantities and the 
occurrence of 1.35 cm H2o emission is also present. 
IV. INTERPRETATION AND SPECULATION 
A. Radiative Coupling 
The main conclusion of this study is that the correlation between 
the infrared and 1612-MHz OH variations is due to some radiative coupling 
mechanism between the stars and the ma.sering OH clouds. This conclusion 
is based on the premise that in all the 1612-MHz sources the distance be-
tween the OH maser and the star is too large for any mass motion or 
pressure wave of reasonable velocity to travel from the star to the maser 
without an observable phase lag. This premise will now be substantiated. 
Three considerations suggest that the OH is at least 3 x 1014 cm 
away from the stars. Assuming a distance to NML Cyg of 500 pc, which is 
probably accurate to within a factor of 3, Davies, Masheder, and Booth 
(1972) have shown from VLBI measurements that the typical separation of 
OH maser emitt.ing points in NML Cyg is about 1016 cm. Therefore, the 
masering OH clouds must be located at least 1016 cm away from the star. 
Secondly, as Wilson (1970) noted, because no variation is seen in the 
velocity of the OH maser lines, although variations are seen in the 
velocity o~ optical spectral lines, the OH is probably mechanically 
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decoupled from the star. Therefore, the OH is probably at least several 
stellar radii or a few x 10 14 cm distant from the stars. Thirdly, 
· Litvak (1969) has noted that far infrared resonance fluorescence, vhich 
is probably necessary in the maser pump to select particular hyperfine 
states, is quenched at densities greater than about 108 cm- 3• These 
densities are at least 103 lower than typical stellar photospheric den-
sities, also suggesting that the OH must be at least several stellar 
radii away from the stars. 
An upper limit to the velocity of mass motion is about 50 km s-1• 
This is the separation in velocity of the microwave or optical spectral 
lines, and the velocity of sound in the circumstellar medium is even 
smaller, probably only a few km s-1 • Therefore, the minimum phase lag 
for mass motion or pressure waves to travel from the star to the OH 
cloud is (3 x 109 km)/(50 km s- 1 ), two years. 
Several radiative coupling mechanisms can be imagined which might 
cause the maser output to follow the stellar variations: (1) the masers 
may be radiatively pumped by the infrared radiation from the star and/or 
dust shell; (2) the stellar light may be able to affect the creation or 
destruction of OH molecules in the maser region; (3) the maser may be 
amplifying variable 1612-MHz continuum radiation directly from the star; 
(4) the varying stellar radiation may be able to affect the collision 
rate populating or de-populating the inversion by changing the temperature 
in the masering region. 
The first suggestion, rad.iative pumping of the maser, seems to be 
the most likely and will be discussed in detail below. The second sug-
gestion seems unlikely since the minimum energy necessary to affect the 
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electronic configuration of OH corresponds to o.4µ radiation. Assuming 
equal fractional linewidths in the visual and microwave, the photon 
· emission rate at 0.4µ for the late type stars studied by the OAO 
(Doherty 1972) is typically less than 10-2 times the 1612-MHz photon 
emission rate of the OH sources. There is no reason to believe that the 
OH sources would have a UV excess relative to the late type stars studied 
by Doherty. Amplification of the stellar 1612-MHz continuum background 
is also unlikely for two reasons. If the maser were amplifying the 
stellar background, emission would only be seen in the line of sight to 
the star and, at least in the case Gf NML Cyg, this is contrary to the 
findings of Davies, Masheder, and Booth (1972). Secondly if the masers 
are saturated, as seems likely, the maser output is almost independent 
of the brightness of the source being amplified unless the beaming of 
the maser were variable. It is also unlikely that the microwave vari-
ations are due to a varying temperature in the maser medium, although 
this possibility cannot definitely be ruled out. Between 1 and 10µ, 
where most of the stellar energy is emitted, the principal sources of 
opacity are the fundamental vibrational bands of H2o, CO, and OH. Using 
some typically assumed values for the parameters of the circumstellar 
cloud (see e.g. Litvak and Dickinson (1972) -- r = 10 15 cm, n(H) = 
104 L -- the energy 
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absorbed by the circu.mstellar gas in a few x 106 seconds (the upper limit 
to the phase difference between the microwave and infrared) can only 
change the gas temperature by 0.1 to 1 percent. Furthermore, if the 
masers were sensitive to such small changes in the kinetic temperature of 
the gas, then random variations in the gas flow and turbulence would 
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probably lead to large random variations in the maser emission which are 
not seen. The Reynolds number for the probable outward flow of the gas 
in which the maser is situated is on the order of 106 for the observed 
flow velocities and reasonable densities and temperatures. Therefore. 
the flow may be highly turbulent. In fact. it should be noted that such 
turbulence could be the prime factor determining the temperature in the 
maser medium. 
B. - Radiative Pumping 
Radiative pumping of the maser population inversion seems to be the 
most likely coupling mechanism because it is the mechanism most consis-
tent with all the observations to date including our measurements of 
the variability. 
Hyland et al. (1972) have shown that, if one assumes isotropic micro-
wave and infrared emission and equal fractional line widths, the number 
of photons emitted from most of the OH/IR stars at 2.8 and 35µ is com-
parable to or exceeds the nwnber of 1612-MHz photons. This conclusion 
is not significantly changed by the present observations; the ratios of 
infrared to 1612-MHz photons do not vary by more than a factor of 2 to 3 
during the cycles of variation. Since a radiative pumping mechanism 
that yields more maser photons than pump photons is possible but unlikely, 
the most likely infrared pump transitions are at those wavelengths where 
the ratio of infrared to 1612-MHz photons is greater than 1. Assuming 
a reasonable extrapolation of the energy distributions, this occurs for 
most of the sources between about 2 and 40µ. Since the only allowed 
transitions from the ground state of the OH molecule in this range are 
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at 2.8 or 35µ, these seem to be the most likely pump wavelengths. 
The functional relationship between the 1612-MHz and infrared fluxes 
is not inconsistent with the conclusion that the masers are radiatively 
pumped, despite the fact that the infrared and microwave amplitudes are 
not equal. Regardless of the degree of saturation, almost any radiative 
pumping model would predict an increase in the maser output with an in-
crease in the pump flux, and this is observed in all the 1612-M.Hz sources. 
Without a detailed theory for the pumping, however, it is impossible to 
predict the exact dependence of the maser flux on the pump flux. In fact, 
one might expect different relationships under the different physical 
conditions in different sources. For example, in a model proposed by 
Litvak (1969) wherein collisions are considered negligible, the unsatur-
ated population inversion depends only on the density of OH and to a 
small extent on the spectral distribution of the incident radiation, but 
not on the intensity of the infrared radiation. In that case, if the 
maser were not fully saturated, the periodic microwave variations would 
be smaller than the infrared variations, although random variations would 
probably be larger. 
As will be discussed later, however, it seems ~ore likely that the 
masers are saturated. In a saturated maser the output should be propor-
tional to the pump rate, but in the OH/IR stars there are at least three 
ways in which the pump rate may not be exactly proportional to the infra-
red photon rate. Some other inverting or anti-inverting mechanism may 
exist such as the collisional pumping suggested by Litvak and Dickinson 
(1972). Alternatively, non-linearities in the pumping may result from 
stimulated emission in some of the far infrared transitions; or the 
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maser intensity may depend not only on the intensity of the infrared 
radiation but on its spectral distribution. In summary, because of the 
many ways in which the maser and infrared amplitudes can differ, one 
cannot determine any details of the pumping process from the relation-
ships between the pump and maser fluxes. 
Our observation of a correlation between the infrared and microwave 
variability is not only consistent with general considerations of radia-
tive pumping, but also with the particular model of Litvak and Dickinson 
(1972) as they have noted. This fact does not necessarily confirm their 
model, but it does support the conclusion that the masers are radiatively 
pumped. 
C. Saturation 
The output of a fully saturated maser is linearly proportional to 
the pump rate and independent of the input signal, whereas in en unsat-
urated maser the output is linearly proportional to the input signal be-
ing amplified and exponentially dependent on the population inversion. 
Therefore, in an unsaturated maser relatively large random variations 
are likely because of random variations in the population inversion 
caused by changes in the collision rate, density, etc. The relatively 
small and periodic variations of most of the sources and the constancy 
of ,one source, VY CMa, thus suggest that the masers associated with in-
frared stars a.re saturated. This is in agreement with the conclusions 
of Wilson, Barrett, and Moran (1970) based on polarization measurements. 
D. Circumstellar Dust Shells and Stellar Properties 
The interpretation generally given to the low color temperatures at 
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long wavelengths of many late type stars is that these stars are sur-
rounded. by dust envelopes which absorb the visible and near infrared 
- radiation of the star, are heated to about 600°K, and re-radiate the 
energy between 3 and 20µ. In this section we first consider the 
luminosity variations of the dust shells of the three stars -- IRC+lOOll, 
IRC+50137, and IRC-10529 -- that have the largest radiation excesses at 
10~ and thus presumably the densest shells. We then discuss possible 
interpretations of the period-amplitude-color-velocity separation rela-
tionship for all the Mira sources. 
Frogel (1971) established a relationship between the variation of 
the [1.2µ] - (3.5µ] color index and the amplitude of variation at 2.25µ 
for stars with little excess 10µ radiation. The color variations of the 
three OH/IR stars with large excess 10µ radiation are consistent with the 
variations predicted from their 2.2µ amplitudes and Frogel's relationship. 
Therefore, the difference in amplitude of variability between the short 
and long wavelengths in the OH/IR stars is probably related to the central 
star rather than to the nature of the shell. The amplitude difference can 
probably be explained by variations of both the effective temperature of 
the stars and of the molecular band strengths at the shorter wavelengths. 
Table 6 of the Appendix shows that the color temperatures of the 
above three stars, as well as all the OH/IR stars studied here, do not 
vary- vi thin the observational limits at wavelengths longer than 3µ. An 
upper limit to the variability of the [4.8~] - [10µ] color for all the 
stars in Table 6 is ±0.2 mag. For a dust-shell temperature of 600°K 
this implies a maximum color temperature variation of ±40°K. For the 
three stars -- IRC+lOOll, IRC+50137, and IRC-10529 -- the 4.8 and 101,.1 
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emission arises almost entirely from the dust shells and, therefore, the 
physical temperature of the dust shell particles which are emitting 
probably does not vary much more than ±40°K. With no change in size or 
optical depth, this range of temperature variation implies a variation in 
luminosity by no more than a factor of 1.7, not 2.5 to 3 as observed. 
Therefore, the effective radiating size of the dust cloud is probably 
smaller at minimum luminosity than at maximum for the above three stars. 
This does not imply that the cloud pulsates in size, but only that we 
tend to see particles farther from the star at maximum light. 
The correlation between the four quantities - period, amplitude, 
color, and velocity -- implies an interdependence between all of them. 
Clearly, the longer-period stars have larger amplitudes of variation, but 
the interpretation of the other relationships in terms of cause and effect 
is unclear. Larger amplitudes may be accompanied by greater mechanical 
activity leading to more mass los·s Slld higher velocities of expulsion of 
the gas, or the longer-period stars may have intrinsically greater lumi-
·nosities driving more mass loss and greater velocities of expulsion by 
means of radiation pressure acting on the dust grains (Gilman 1972). 
The existence of 1.35 cm HO emission from the six shorter-period 
2 
stars in Figure 1, but not from the longer-period stars, may be due to an 
additional correlation with one or more of the other quantities above. It 
mey ·also be due to a correlation with the temperature of the stars which 
in turn may be correlated with one of the above quantities, or it could 
be a distance or luminosity effect. For instance, with the assumption 
that all these stars have equal luminosities of 1olf L ~ Hyland et al. 
e 
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(1972) and Wilson et al. (1972) found that the distances of the six 
shorter-period stars are less than about 500 pc while the distances of 
the five longer-period stars are greater than about 500 pc. If all the 
sources had comparable HO luminosities, this would lead to the observed 
2 
absence of 1.35 cm emission from the more distant stars. 
V. SUMMARY 
The principal conclusions of this study are: 
(1) The observed correlation between the infrared and 1612-MHz 
variability of the OH/IR stars is probably due to a radia-
tive coupling mechanism between the stars and the OH clouds. 
(2) The coupling mechanism most consistent with these and other 
observations is that the masers are radiatively pumped, 
possibly at 2.8 or 35µ. 
(3) The masers are probably saturated. 
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APPENDIX 
On the following pages we show the infrared and OH microwave obser-
vations of the variability of all the sources considered in this study. 
The infrared data are plotted in magnitudes, -2.5 Log Fv + Cv• The 
absolute calibration is described by Wilson et al. (1972). The microwave 
observations are plotted linearly in terms of flux density and integrated 
flux. 
Several tables containing the statistical parameters of the microwave 
and infrared variability follow the observations. Table 1 lists the re-
duced x2 of the variations, that is, the ratio of the root-mean-square 
deviation from the mean to the root-mean-square error. Table 2 lists 
the periods for the microwave and infrared variations of the 1612-MHz 
sources. These periods were determined by fitting the data with sine 
vaves which were characterized by four para.meters -- average level above 
zero, amplitude, period, and phase -- all of which were determined from 
the fit. When known, the visual period is also listed for comparison. 
Table 3 lists the phases of the 1612-MHz and infrared variations for the 
1612-MHz sources. These phases were determined by fitting sine waves to 
the variations with the period fixed to either the visual or 2.2µ period, 
whichever was best determined. The sign of the phase is defined such 
that a numerically smaller value of the phase implies a time lag. Table 
4 lists the values of the correlation coefficients between the 2.2~ and 
1612-MHz variations and between the 10~ and 1612-MHz variations for the 
nine variable 1612-MHz sources. These correlation coefficients were 
computed by interpolating the values of the infrared fluxes on the dates 
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of the microwave observations and correlating these interpolated values 
with the microwave fluxes. Table 5 contains the phases and correlation 
coefficients for the infrared and microwave variations of the 1665/1667-
MHz sources, determined as for the 1612-MHz sources. Table 6 lists the 
amplitudes of variation of all the sources in the microwave and infrared. 
The amplitudes of the 1612-MHz sources are those determined by the sine 
va~e fitting program. Since the microwave variations of the 1665/1667-MHz 
sources are not clearly periodic, their amplitudes were estimated directly 
from the observations. 
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Fig. 4 (Appendix A)- The infrared observations of IRC+l0Oll 
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Fig. 6 (Appendix A)- The infrared observations of IRC+50137 
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Fig. 7 (Appendix A)- The 1612-MHz observations of IRC+50137 
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Fig. 8 (Appendix A)- The infrared observations of IRC-20197 
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Fig. 9 (Appendix A)- The 1612-.MHz observations of IRC-20197 
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Fig. 10 (Appendix A) - The infrared observations of VX Sgr 
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Fig. 12 (Appendix A)-The infrared observations of IRC- 20540 
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Fig. 14 (Appendix A)-The infrared observations of RR Aql 
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Fig. 15 (Appendix A)-The 1612-MHz observations of RR Aql 
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Fig. 18 (Appendix A)-The infrared observations of R Aq~ 
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Fig. 19 (Appendix A)-The 1612-MHz observations of R Aql 
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Fig. 20 (Appendix A) - The 1667-MHz observations of R Aql 
and the 1665-MHz observations of NML Cyg. 
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Fig. 21 (Appendix A) - The infrared observations of NML Cyg 
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Fig. 24 (Appendix A) - The infrared observations of VY CMa 
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Fig. 27 (Appendix A) - The 1667-MHz observations of VY CMa 
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Fig. 29 (Appendix A) - The 1665- and 1667-MHz observations 
of U Ori 
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Fig. 31 (Appendix A) - The 1665- and 1667-MHz observations 
of W Hya 
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Fig. 32 (Appendix A) - The infrared observations of S CrB 
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Fig. 33 (Appendix A) - The 1665- and 1667-MHz observations 
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Fig. 35 (Appendix A) - The 1665- and 1667-MHz observations 
of U Her 
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TABLE 1 - VALUES OF x2 
OH MICROWAVE INFRARED 
Peak Peak Intg Intg Intg 
v - OH Low High Low High Both 
Star (MHz) Vel Vel Vel Vel Vel 1.2µ 1.6µ 2.2µ 3.5µ 4.8µ 10µ 
+10011 1612 4.4 6.3 4.8 10 7.6 94 189 136 53 25 22 
+50137 1612 1.1 3.7 6.o 4.o 5.0 27 232 74 29 48 20 
VY CMa 1612 0.9 0.7 1.0 0.7 o.8 1.0 0.5 o.6 0.5 o.8 0.5 
VY CMa 1665 2.1 0.5 4.5 4.1 1.5 
VY CMa 1667 1.1 3.8 o.8 12 o.4 
-20197 1612 4.7 2.8 5,3 1. 8 5.7 512 132 58 15 18 50 
VX Sgr 1612 3.6 2.7 4.o 14 7.0 216 116 42 16 5.7 9.1 
R Aql 1612 5.6 6.2 16 7.9 8.6 6.4 4.2 3.2 1.0 1.6 1.8 
R Aql 1667 6.3 0.7 10.5 
-20540 1612 4.1 1.1 3.1 2.5 2.5 107 79 28 6.8 2.1 9.6 
RR Aql 1612 3.9 3.5 2.4 3.8 4.8 30 32 19 7.6 6.5 10 
-10529 1612 12 1.5 4.o 2.6 4.5 4.o 160 73 33 32 13 
NML Cyg 1612 o.4 0.7 1.4 2.1 1.5 2.0 1.2 1. 4 o.8 1.2 1.3 
NML Cyg 1665 2.6 1.0 
NML Cyg 1667 0.7 1.9 8.8 12 5.9 
U Ori 1665 1.0 1.0 20 18 11 2.5 5.8 2.9 
U Ori 1667 1.2 6.7 
W Hya 1665 2.6 26 3.6 4.1 4.2 2.2 0.9 0.5 
W Hya 1667 20 44 
S CrB 1665 2.8 11 10 11 1.2 3,1 1.1 2.5 
S CrB 1667 4.o 5.5 
U Her 1665 1.1 2.1 16 14 8.7 2.6 2.0 2.0 
U Her 1667 1.5 2.1 
81 
TABLE 2 
PERIODS OF 1612-MHz OH SOURCES 
Microwave Period~- * Visual Period+ Star Infrared Period 
+10011 700 ± 30 660 ± 15 
+50137 635 ± 30 635 ± 10 
-20197 680 ± 40 650 ± 20 
VX Sgr 740 ± 40 770 ± 150 732 
R Aql 285 ± 10 285 ± 10 293 
-20540 520 ± 80 510 ± 15 
RR Aql 425 ± 20 410 ± 10 394 
-10529 650 ± 50 670 ± 30 
* Confidence limits determined from statistics of fit and agreement 
of fits to different microwave parameters and infrared wavelengths. 
t 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INSTRUMENTATION AND OBSERVING TECHNIQUES 
I. Photometer 
Most of the observations reported in this study were made with an 
infrared photometer mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the 60-inch 
telescope of the Hale Observatories on Mt. Wilson. The photometer has 
been described previously by Becklin (1968) and Hilgeman (1970), and only 
the basic details will be described here. 
The important elements of the photometer are: (1) a chopper, 
(2) an offset guiding eyepiece, and (3) a movable slide for interchanging 
two detector systems. The chopper is a device which alternately admits 
radiation to the detector from two adjacent fields on the sky at fre-
quencies between 5 and 15 Hz. The two types of choppers used have been 
described by Becklin (1968) and Glass (1972) and are pictured schemati-
cally in Figure 1. The guide eyepiece is offset from the field being 
observed and allows one to guide on a visible star when optically 
invisible sources are observed. Since at least two different detectors 
are necessary to observe at all six wavelengths, the movable slide allows 
one to measure a source at all wavelengths on one night. 
II. Detector Systems 
A typical detector system is shown schematically in Figure 2. 
Since the response of a detector generally varies over its area, a 
field lens is used to image the primary telescope mirror onto the 























Fig. 2 (Appenidx B) - A typical detector system 
90 
aperture in the focal plane of the telescope. 
Ideally, for a program such as described in this thesis only one 
detecting system would have been used at each wavelength, but various 
reasons such as system failure or a desire for increased sensitivity 
to measure some special object have dictated the use of a variety of 
systems. The details of all the systems are summarized in Table l , and 
after a short description of each, the differences between them will be 
discussed. 
A. 1.25µ 
At 1.25µ only one lead sulfide photo-conductive detector has been 
used with a 1.25µ bandpass interference filter at room temperature. Mid-
way through the program it was found that the sensitivity could be 
significantly increased by preventing radiation longwards of about 
2.8µ from reaching the detector, and for some of the observations an 
appropriate filter was placed in the dewar. The measured transmission 
/ 
characteristics of this filter show it to be quite uniform in trans-
missivity across the bandpass of the 1.2µ interference filter, and so 
it has no effect on the wavelength response of the system. 
B. 1.65 and 2.2µ 
At 1.65 and 2.2µ lead sulfide photo-conductive systems similar to 
those of Becklin (1968) have been used. The only differences between 
each of the systems are the particular detector and which, if any, 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C. 3. 5µ 
At 3.5µ three fairly different systems have been used. The two 
lead sulfide systems are similar to Becklin's, differing in the particTu-
lar interference filter used and whether it was cooled. The germanium 
bolometer uses the same interference filter as one of the lead sulfide 
systems. The wavelength response of the bolometer is relatively constant 
with wavelength, while the lead sulfide detectors have a long wavelength 
cut-off starting inside the passband of the interference filter. 
D. 4.8 and 10µ 
At each of the two longest wavelengths, 4.8 and 10µ, two systems 
have been used, a photo-conductor and a germanium bolometer. The most 
important point to note about the 4.8µ system is the narrow bandwidth 
of the filter. In the 10µ systems the wavelength responses of the 
two detectors differ only slightly. The bolometer has a relatively flat 
response with wavelength, and the photo-conductor is slightly peaked 
near the center of the band. 
E. Comparison of Spectral Response 
All the bandpasses, with the exception of those at 3.5 and 10µ, 
have !J.A/>.. less than O. 25 which minimizes the effect of differences in 
filter cut-off wavelength, detector response, and the shape of the 
filter transmission curve. At 1.2µ no observational comparison was 
made of the difference in spectral response because of the negligible 
difference between the two systems used. At all other wavelengths, ex-
cept lOµ, comparisons have been made almost simultaneously between the 
relative signal from a "blue" star and a very "red" star with two 
93 
different systems mounted side by side on the photometer. At 1.65, 
2.2, and 4.8µ, no systematic differences greater than five percent were 
found between any of the systems used at a particular wavelength. No 
direct comparison was made at 10µ, however, the relatively red star, 
VY CMa, has remained constant in brightness within the errors at all 
infrared wavelengths including 10µ. The photo-conductive detector was 
used for all observations before 1971, and the germanium bolometer from 
1971 onwards, and no jump is evident in the 10µ magnitude determined 
relative to blue standard stars. 
At 3.5µ small systematic differences were found between the three 
detecting systems. These results are summarized in Figure 3 as graphs 
of the differences in the magnitude of a. red star determine.d re la.ti ve to 
blue standard stars versus the color of the red star. It is apparent 
that the major difference in color sensitivity is between the D-20 
system and the other two systems, although there is probably also a 
small difference between the D-41 and D-36 systems. These differences 
can be understood qualitatively from the differing filter properties. 
From the relationships determined from Figure 3, the small amount of 
3.5µ data taken with the D-20 system have been corrected to be consistent 
with the data taken with the D-41 system. Larger error limits were also 
assigned to the data taken with the D-20 system. The difference between 
the D-41 and D-36 systems is negligible compared to the typical errors 
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The electronics used to record the signal are standard in infrared 
observations. A bias voltage ranging from -8 to +45 volts, depending on 
the detector, is applied across the detector in series with a 1 or 5 
megohm load resistor. The AC signal caused by the chopping is amplified 
by a preamp on the dewar with a gain of 10 or 1000 and by a variable gain 
amplifier located somewhat farther from the detector. The signal is then 
synchronously demodulated in phase with the chopper and recorded both as 
a DC voltage on a strip chart recorder and through a voltage-to-frequency 
converter as a 10-second integration of counts on a scaler and a digital 
paper tape printer. 
IV. Observing Techniques 
The observing procedure for this program has been to measure about 
six standard calibration stars during each night of observing. These 
are chosen from a set of about 40 stars whose brightnesses are believed 
to be constant. These measurements establish the relative sensitivity 
for the night which may vary up to about 25 percent from night to night, 
though typically about 10 percent. This number of standards generally 
implies about one standard observed for every two OH/infrared stars, 
although the same standards are not observed every time a particular 
OH source is measured. 
A typical observation at 1.2, 1.6, or 2.2µ involves doing one, or 
at the most eight, 10-second integrations with the source in the "signal 
beam11 (positive signal), twice as many 10-second integrations with both 
beams on the sky or with the source in the "reference beam" (negative 
signal), and then a set of integrations back on the source again. The 
signal is computed as the difference between the sum of all the "positive" 
signals and the sum of the "negative" signals. At 3.5, 4.8, and 10µ, 
observations are always made with alternating sets of two 10-second 
integrations on and then two integrations off or in the reference beam, 
always ending with two integrations on the source. The signal is then 
computed as the average of the individual differences between adjacent 




ANALYSIS .OF THE DATA 
I. Description 
The stati~tical data analysis described in this thesis is performed 
by a main computer program which sets up the data and several sub-
programs which compute the various statistical parameters. The basic 
features of all these programs are outlined below. 
A. Main Program 
(1) For a particular star the first guess parameters for the 
sine wave fitting and all the radio and infrared data are 
read in. 
(2) The total integrated flux is computed as the sum of the 
integrated fluxes of the two velocity features for all 
measurements of the two features made on the same day or 
within three days of each other. 
(3) For each parameter of the microwave data: 
(a) All dates are picked out on which a measurement 
of that parameter was made. 
(b) The Least Squares Sine Wave Fitting Program is 
called. 
(c) The Statistical Para.meters Determination Program 
is called. 
(4) For each infrared wavelength: 
(a) All dates are picked out on which a measurement 
at that wavelength was made. 
98 
(b) The Least Squares Sine Wave Fitting Program 
is called. 
(c) The Statistical Parameters Determination Program 
is called. 
(d) The Microwave-Infrared Correlation Program 
is called. 
B. Least Squares Sine Wave Fitting Program 
This program is a slight revision by the author of a Caltech library 
subroutine called ISQENP. LSQENP is a slight revision by Caltech of 
IBM share program #3094 by D. Marquardt based on his algorithm (Marquardt 
1963) for least squares fitting to a non-linear relationship. The 
Caltech revision did not alter the method of solution of the original 
program but only modified the options of the user to change the form of 
the output. The author's revisions to LSQENP were: (1) to change the 
form of the graphical output which illustrates the fitting as it pro-
gresses in order to be better able to visualize the goodness of fit, and 
(2) to weight the data according to the individual errors since the 
original program weighted all points equally. The confidence limits 
have been calculated with the option described as "Non-linear Confidence 
Limits Desired" in the Caltech write-up of LSQ,ENP. An outline of the 
computational procedure for this calculation is given in Marquardt's 
description of IBM share program #3094 (Marquardt · 1964). 
C. Statistical Parameters Determination Program 
This is a slight revision of Bevington's (1969) subroutine called 
XFIT. The original program computes the mean, standard deviation of 
99 
the mean, and standard deviation of a set of data. In addition to these 
operations a computation of the values of x2 and the reduced x2 was 
added. 
D. Microwave - Infrared Correlation Program 
(1) For each date of a radio measurement the nearest infrared 
measurement is found. 
(2) If the infrared measurement was made within 0.1 period 
(for periodic variables) or 30 days (for NML Cyg and 
VY CMa) of the radio measurement, an interpolated value 
for the date of the radio measurement is found. 
(a) For periodic variables, if three or more measure-
ments were made within a time span of two-thirds 
of a period around the radio date, a sine wave is 
fit to those points. The period and average level 
are fixed to that determined by all the infrared 
data and the amplitude and phase are allowed to 
vary to fit the nearby data. The value of that 
sine wave on the date of the radio measurement is 
then computed. 
(b) For NML Cyg and VY CMa, if there is an infrared 
observation within 30 days of the radio observa-
tion, the infrared flux on the date of the radio 
observation is interpolated between the two nearest 
infrared observations on either side of the radio 
date. 
100 
(3) The correlation coefficient is then computed for the pairs 
of microwave - -infrared observations with the terms 
veighted by their relative errors. 
( 4) The probability that such a correlation coefficient could 
arise from uncorrelated data is then computed with a sub-
routine of Bevington (1969) called PCORRE. 
II. Sample Output 
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PART II 
A ONE MILLIMETER WAVELENGTH DETECTING SYSTEM 
FOR THE 200-INCH TELESCOPE 
112 
I. lNTRODUCTION 
Observations of astronomical objects at wavelengths near l mm are 
relatively scarce because of the small source strengths relative to the 
sensitivity of existing detectors. Microwave type receivers are not yet 
practical for wavelengths shorter than several millimeters; therefore, 
the only detectors presently available are b~oad-band infrared bolometers. 
Observations of some of the planets between 1.2 and 1.4 mm with such 
bolometers were made by Low and Davidson (1965) and Kostenko et al. (1971). 
Only four objects outside of the solar system have been observed in this 
wavelength region: the quasar 3C273 (Low 1965), the infrared source in 
the Orion Nebula (Low and Aumann 1970; Park et al. 1970; Zabolotny et 
al. 1971; and Baluteau et al. 1972), the Crab Nebula (Beckman et al. 1969; 
and Zabolotny et al. 1971), and the center of the Galaxy (Low and Aumann 
1970). 
Because of the growing number of astrophysical sources which appear 
to emit most of their energy in the far infrared between 10 and 1000µ 
{Low and Aumann 1970; Harper and Low 1971; Hoffmann et a.l. 1971) and the 
daytime availability of the 200-inch Hale telescope, it was decided to 
develop a millimeter and sub-millimeter wave detecting system for use on 
the 200-inch telescope. This is the subject of Part II of this thesis. 
The instrumentation is described in Chapter 2, and in Chapters 3 and 4 
the observing techniques and calibration procedures are discussed. 
Chapter 5 discusses several measurements of astrophysical sources to 
illustrate the calibration procedures, but the interpretation of the 




Three types of detectors were considered for use in this system: 
a semi-conducting bolometer of doped silicon1 , a semi-conducting bolometer 
of doped. germanium2 , and an indium-antimonide electron bolometer3• Of 
the three, the germanium bolometer in use now has the greatest sensitivity 
in this system and has been used for the. measurements described here. 
This fact does not imply that it is inherently the best type of detector, 
because no attempt was made to select the best of each kind of detector 
or to optimize the optical configurations for each, 
The theory of bolometers has been discussed by Jones (1953). Low 
(1961) has described germanium bolometers similar to the one used here. 
Therefore, only the important details of this detector will be mentioned. 
Some measure of the detector sensitivity can be obtained from its voltage 
vs. current (V-I) characteristics because electrical power dissipated in 
the bolometer element is roughly equivalent to radiation power absorbed 
by the element. The usual bolometer circuit is shown in Figure 1 1 and 
the V-I characteristics for the detector used in this work are shown in 
Figure 2. The electrical parameters at the operating point as well as 
the physical parameters of the detector are given in Table 1. Also 
given in Table l is an estimate of the efficiency of absorption of 1 mm 
radiation. It is impossible to measure this quantity directly in the 
-
¾folectron Corporation 
2constructed by H. Aumann 
3 
Constructed by J. Pipher 
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Parameters of the Detector 
Size 
Temperature 
Operating Resistance (Static) 
Operating Resistance (Dynamic) 
Bias Voltage 
Cooled Load Resistor 
Time Const ant 
Electrical Responsivity 
Thermal Conductivity - G 
Radiation Absorption Efficiency 
Electrical NEP 
System NEP 
~ 1.1 Meg n 
::: 260 Kilo n 
5.6 Volts 
5.0 Meg n 
::: 15 msec 
::: 3.9 x 105 Volt Watt-l 
::: 4.5 µWatt 0 ~ 1 
::: 25% 
= 8 x 10-14 Watt Hz- 112 
= 2 x 10-12 Watt Hz-1/2 
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laboratory because of the difficulty of obtaining a calibrated, spectrally 
pure radiation source at l mm~ An estimate can be made, however, from 
the efficiencies of the various optical components in the system and from 
the observed signal at the telescope from an object whose flux is known. 
This value of the efficiency, ~25%, is very uncertain, but it is consis-
tent with measurements of the far infrared absorptivity of germanium 
bolometers by· Zwerdling and Theriault(l972). 
The electrical noise-equivaient-power (NEP) given in Table 1 basi-
cally represents the limiting sensitivity of this system; the difference 
between this and the system NEP is due to the various system inefficien-
cies. The detector noise will, in fact, remain the limiting factor in 
this system. until it can be made comparable to or smaller than the noise 
limit set by the background radiation fluctuations. Following the 
equations of Putley (1963), this limit is roughly 2 x 10-14 Watt Hz- 112 
for the present system, but can be reduced to about 5 x 10-15 Watt Hz- 112 
with improved baffling and narrower bandpass filters with ~A/A~0.3. 
Therefore, significant detector improvements are desirable to reach the 
background limit for even fairly broad-band systems at 1 mm. 
B. Optics and Photometer 
A drawing of the entire optical system is shown in Figure 3. The 
simplest possible configuration has been chosen for coupling the in-
coming radiation to the detector in order to minimize diffraction and 
reflection losses. A "condensing" cone is located directly in front of 
the detector with the large diameter of the cone at the prime focus of 













i--- I -----~ 
Wire Mesh 
84 Lines-per- inch 
I. Bolometer 
2. Condensing Cone 
3. 2A mm Fluorogold 
4. 0.1 mm Black Polyethylene 
5. 77°K Baffle 
6. 0.8 mm Teflon 
7. 1.5 mm Fluorogold 
Baffle 
► 
Fig. 3 - The l mm photometer and dewar optical components 
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(Witte 1965; Loewenstein and Newell 1969} or as an overs.i ze conic al micro-
wave feed horn. The prime focus was chosen for mechanical reasons because 
it has the smallest diffraction-limited image size. The small diameter 
of the cone is located close to the detector so that radiation leaving 
the cone even at f.airly large angles will be incident on the detector. 
The cone provides some rejection of radiation outside the f/3.3 beam of 
the telescope but most of the baffling is accomplished with the aperture 
in the photometer. 
The photometer is a device which chops the incoming radiation between 
two adjacent areas of sky. This cancels the background signal which would 
be seen if the sky radiation were compared to a fixed temperature source 
and also cancels fluctuations in the background when they are correlated 
over the spacing and time scale of the chopping. The chopper consists 
of a rotating two-bladed mirror and a fixed mirror offset from the plane 
of the rotating mirror. The separation between the two beams on the sk,y 
is about 1 cm or 2.2 arcminutes at the prime focus of the 200-inch tele-
scope. The other important component of the photometer is the metal 
mesh "beamsplitter." This reflects millimeter wavelength radiation 
toward the detector and transmits wavelengths shorter than the spacing 
of the wires to an eyepiece for viewing. 
C. Filters 
Each of the filters will be discussed ind.i vidually, after which the 
spectral response of the whole system will be considered. 
1. Teflon dewar window 
Teflon is used in this system only as a vacuum seal at the dewar 
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window. Its filtering properties are incidental because of other materi-
als with much sharper cut-offs and more opaque stop-bands. The near in-
frared spectrum. of teflon is composed of many absorption bands with a 
transmission between the bands of typically 10 to 50 percent (Liang and 
Krimm 1956), and teflon is virtually transparent in the far infrared 
longward of 55µ (Brandli and Sievers 1972). 
_ _] 
2. Black Polyethylene 
Black polyethylene is polyethylene in which carbon powder is sus-
pended. The general shape of the transmission measured by Moller et al. 
(1966) shows a gradually increasing transparency with wavelength starting 
• 
from less than l percent at 3µ to a peak of about 85 percent longvard of 
200µ. Measurements of the transmission of the black polyethylene used 
in this system are shown in Figure 4a for seven infrared bands between 
land 20µ. The black polyethylene prevents heating of the filter and 
detector at 1.8°K by absorbing most of the radiation between 5 and 20µ 
and, in addition, absorbs all 1 to 3µ radiation from astronomical sources. 
3. Fluorogold1 
This is glass fiber impregnated teflon whose excellent low-frequency 
pass characteristics have been noted by Muehlner and Weiss (1972). 
Measurements of its transmission in seven infrared bands between 1 and 
20µ are shovm in Figure 4a. A scan of its transmission2 on an infrared 
spectrometer is also shown in Figures 4a and b. The result of this scan 
is -an upper limit between 2.5 and 250µ and an observed rapidly increasing 
1 Fluorocarbon Corporation, Anaheim, California 
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transmission between 250 and 300µ. The transmission between 200 and 
1000µ observed by Muehlner and Weiss (1972) is in reasonable agreement 
with the above measured spectrum where there is overlap. Therefore, the 
Muehlner and Weiss spectrum has been used in cal·culating the system 
response longward of 300µ. 
4. Reflection Wire Mesh 
The reflection properties of woven wire mesh have been investigated 
by Mitsuishi et al. (1963) and Ressler and Moller (1967); the results of 
both groups are in reasonable agreement. Therefore, the properties of 
the 84 lines-per-inch mesh used here were calculated by scaling from the 
data of Mitsuishi et al. for a 145 lines-per-inch mesh at an angle of 
incidence of 54°. The resulting reflection spectrum is shown in Figure 
4b. 
5. Diffraction Effects 
The long wavelength cut-off of the system is established by diffrac-
tion effects. A number of these effects contribute to the characteristics 
and each will be discussed individually. 
Chopping Efficiency - The size of the diffraction limited image in-
creases with wavelength, and near 3 mm the image size equals the chopping 
spacing causing a considerable reduction in signal. This decrease is 
readily analyzed for a point source. Consider a point source centered 
in one beam; the observed signal will be the difference of the signal 
from the main beam and that from the reference beam. If the signal in 
the main beam is 1.0, then the signal from the overlap with the reference 
beam is -exp[-{S/R) 2 ] where Sis the chopping spacing, and R is the effec-
tive beam.width discussed in Se.ction D. The total observed signal is then 
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l -exp[-(S/R)2]. The observed effective beamwidth of about 2 arcminutes 
at 1 mm is consistent with the convolution of: (1) the diffraction image 
size, (2) the focal plane aperture diameter, and (3) the de-focussed 
image size. Therefore, it is reasonable to use calculated beamwidths at 
longer wavelengths to compute the decrease in chopping efficiency with 
wavelength. This calculated response is shown in Figure 4b. Although 
it is only exact for point sources, this curve should also be a reasonable 
approximation for spatially e~ended sources. 
Aperture Efficiency - The increase in image size with wavelength 
also causes a decrease in response because the image eventually becomes 
larger than the 6 mm entrance aperture of the detector feed cone. This 
effect depends more strongly on the spatial extent of the object than 
does the previous effect; the effect is negligible for a source that is 
large compared to the beam size. Many of the astrophysical objects for 
which it is important to know the long wavelength cut-off of the system, 
however, are point sources. Therefore, this effect is included in the 
asswned response of the system. The percentage of total flux in the 
image which is incident on the 6 mm aperture for various wavelengths is 
shown in Figure 4b as the aperture efficiency. 
Component Size Relative to Wavelength - A third reason for the de-
crease in response with wavelength is the diffraction caused by the fact 
that the wavelengths are comparable in size to the 6 mm and 2.5 nnn cone 
apertures. King and Wu (1959) have calculated this effect exactly for 
a circular aperture in an infinite conducting plane and find that the 
transmission coefficient does not decrease substantially until x~nx 
aperture diameter. At wavelengths on the order of the aperture size, 
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however, the diffracted waves leave the apertures at large scattering 
ap.gles (Jackson 1962), and some power will, therefore, be reflected back 
out of the feed cone before reaching the detector. No spectrum of this 
effect is shown because it is difficult to calculate, but clearly it must 
provide an additional long wavelength cut-off. 
6. Sum of All Contributions 
Because the quantitative details of several of the diffraction 
effects are unknown, a long wavelength cut-off for this system was as-
sumed in considering the system calibration. This assumed transmission 
is shown in Figure 4b. The minimum long wavelength cut-off for spatially 
extended sources is equal to the chopping efficiency; for point sources 
this cut-off is equal to the product of the chopping and aperture effi-
ciencies. The uncertainties in the calibration caused by this uncertainty 
in the long wavelength cut-off are discussed in Chapter 4. They are 
relatively small because the integrated power of most astrophysical 
sources, vFv or AFA, decreases with increasing wavelength at least as 
rapidly as 1/A. 
The total relative system sensitivity has been estimated as the 
product of all the filter transmissions and is shown in Figures 5a and b. 
Several checks have been made on the gross characteristics of this es-
timated spectral response. The ratio of brightness of the bright to dark 
side of the Moon has been found to be about 2.5 every time it was measured. 
If there were any significant system sensitivity shortward of 30µ, this 
value of the ratio would not be observed. Furthermore, the transmission 
of a Flurogold filter and of a 10 lines-per-centimeter wire mesh have 
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sions of ·both are about o. 85. If there were either a significant response 
shortward of 500µ, or no response shortward of 2 m.m, these ratios would 
also not be observed. 
D. Beamwidth 
The bea.mwidth is determined by diffraction effects and by the size, 
6 mm, of the large d.iameter of the condensing cone. Figure 6 shows the 
response of the system as the telescope is slowly scanned across Jupiter, 
roughly a uniformly bright disc 30 arcseconds in diameter. This curve is 
fit quite well by the Gaussian, exp -(r/R) 2 , where R = 64 arcseconds, 
For computational purposes this approximation is used. 
Two quantities related to the beamwidth are important for the cali-
brations. The first is the decrease in signal from a source of finite 
angular extent because of the decrease in response off axis. The size 
of the actual signal relative to that of an equally strong point source · is 
c = [/4a exp-(r/R) 2 2nr dr]/na2 = (R/a) 2 [l - exp-(a/R) 2 ] 
where R = 64 arcseconds and a is the source radius. The quantity, c, is 
graphed in Figure 7 as a function of the radius of the source. The 
second quantity is the effective beam size for sources large compared to 
the beam, Re. This is the size of a circular beam with flat response 
over its area equal to the peak. response of the real beam and with an 
integrated response equal to that of the real beam. This is given by 
nRe2 = £00 exp-(r/R) 2 2nr dr, implying Re= R = 64 arcseconds. 
E. Electronics 
The first stage of signal amplification is provided by a preamp 
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an equally strong point source. 
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are similar to those used for th,e near infrared. observations in Part I 
of this thesis. 
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III. OBSERVING TECHNIQUES 
The observations described here have all been made during "twilight" 
time on the 200-inch telescope. This time extends from about three hours 
before sunset to one half hour after sunset in the evening and similarly 
in the morning. This daylight observing is practical because millimeter 
observations are not affected by scattered sunlight, and because in day-
light the telescope can be pointed to an accuracy of about ±7 arcseconds 
by off-setting from nearby visible stars brighter than 3.5 to 4.o magni-
tude. Generally there are at least two such stars within a 10° radius 
of most sources observed. 
In addition to observing the program sources, the typical observing 
procedure consists of measuring calibration sources at the beginning and 
end of each observing session and occasionally in the middle. These 
calibration measurements provide an estimate of the relative sensitivity 
of the system and of the change in atmospheric absorption with zenith 
angle. On both calibration and program sources the integration pattern 
is usually a sequence of two 10-second integrations in one beam of the 
chopper, four in the other beam, and then two in the first beam with as 
many repetitions as necessary to obtain the desired signal-to-noise 
ratio. On the planets Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn, the signal-to-noise 
ratio is greater than 20/1 in less than a minute of integration. 
The above mode of integration was chosen to provide a large ratio 
of integration time to beam-switching time and is practical because there 
is little or no long-term drifting which would require more rapid beam 
switching and shorter integration times. This has been checked by 
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dividing a typical sample of data into two distinct halves and comparing 
the noise in each. One half was comprised of. the differences between 
adjacent 10-second integrations in each beam. The other half was com-
prised of the differences of the remaining pairs of 10-second integra-
tions. In this second half the members of a pair were separated in 
time by about 40 seconds as opposed to the 20-second separation in the 
first half. Therms values of the noise in each case were almost equal. 
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I.V. CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 
A. Basis 
A wide-bandwidth detecting system measures the total flux in its 
bandwidth; the flux density at some average frequency is uniquely de-
termined only by a knowledge of the source spectrum. The spectrum cannot 
be determined from the wide-band data alone, but some limits may be ob-
tained by making use of measurements at nearby wavelengths and by assuming 
moderately slow variations with frequency. This is the basis of the cal-
ibration procedure for this l mm system. 
The absolute and relative calibrations of the responsivity are 
based on the assumption that the planets radiate like blackbodies in this 
spectral region. With this assumption, the total amount and spectra.l 
shape of their emitted fluxes are characterized by their brightness tem-
peratures. The power incident on the detector is then the integral of a 
Planck function times the filter and atmospheric transmissions. 
B. Planets 
The assumption that the planets radiate like blackbodies will first 
be examined. In Tables 2 - 4 are listed measurements of the brightness 
temperatures at a variety of wavelengths for the three principal cali-
bration sources, Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn, along with the adopted 1 mm 
brightness temperatures. There is a clear trend in all three planets 
for a decrease in brightness temperature with wavelength, generally attri-
buted to a decrease in opacity with increasing wavelength and an increase 
in temperature with depth in the atmosphere (see e.g. Sagan 1971; Trafton 









Brightness Temperatures of Venu$ 
Tb adopted at l mm= 285°K 
Tb (OK) Reference 
200""'225 Westphal et al • 
248±10 Low (1966b) 
260±4 Armstrong et al. 




0.065-0.110 289±20 Armstrong et al. (1972) 
0.125-0.300 280±4.5 Armstrong et al. (1972) 
0.35 274±30 Harper et al. (1972) 
1.2 319±32 Low and Davidson (1965) 
1.4 265±30 Kostenko et al. (1971) 
2.1 251±19 Ulich (1973) 
3.1 379±33 Ulich (1973) 
3.4 331±33 Epstein et al. (1968) 
8.o 416±67 Efanov et al. (1969) 
13.5 472±30 Low and Staelin (1968) 
27.0 612±37 McCullough (1972) 





















Brightness Temperatures of Jupiter 
T adopted at 1 mm= 145°K 
b 
Tb ( OK) Reference 
129±2 Wildey et al. (1965) 
127±6 Low (1965) 
136±1 Armstrong et al. (1972) 
150±5 Armstrong et al. (1972) 
153±7 Armstrong et al. (1972) 
155±15 Low and Davidson (1965) 
141±11 Ulich (1973) 
181±13 Ulich (1973) 
153±15 Epstein et al. (1970) 
150~i~ Kislyakov and Lebskii (1968) 
157±8 Wrixon et al. (1971) 
130±7 Wrixon et al. (1971) 
120±11 Kellermann (1970) 
145±15 Kellermann and Pauliny-Toth 
177 ±22 Giord.imaine et al. (1959) 
224±30 Dickel (1967) 
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Becklin (private comm.) 
Becklin (private comm.) 
Armstrong et al. (1972) 
Armstrong et al. (1972) 
Armstrong et al. (1972) 
Armstrong et al. (1972) 
Harper et al. (1972) 
Low and Davidson (1965) 





Wrixon and Welch (1970) 
Ulich (1973) 
Wrixon and Welch (1970) 
Wrixon and Welch (1970) 
Berge (1968) 
Kellermann (1966) 
Berge and Read (1968) 
tReferred to area of disc unless otherwise noted 
*Referred to area of disc and rings 
xDisc resolved - Tb rings= 94°K 
**n· 1 . 84°K isc reso ved - Tb rings= 
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and several centimeters wavelength is considerable for all three planets, 
but there is no significant variation at wavelengths near 1 mm. Conse-
quently, brightness temperatures at l mm for Venus and Jupiter have been 
adopted close to the 350µ, 1.2 mm, and 1.4 mm relative measurements, and 
the 3 mm absolute measurements. The brightness temperature of Saturn is 
subject to possible variation due to varying contributions from the 
r'ings as their geocentric angle of inclination varies. Therefore, five 
independent measurements of the flux ratios of Saturn and Venus were 
made to determine the brightness temperature at the present time. As-
suming a brightness temperature for Venus of 285°K, these measurements 
imply a brightness temperature for Saturn of 170°K ± 20°K. 
C. Atmospheric Transmission 
The short wavelength cut-off of the system response is largely de-
tennined by the transmission of the atmosphere. No spectrometer has 
been available to measure directly the atmospheric transmission as a 
function of frequency while observing. In fact, this would probably not 
be practical because of the large amount of observing time required. 
Therefore, in order to estimate the effects of atmospheric variations 
and the problems of comparing sources with different spectra, a computer 
program has been written which calculates the transmission of the at-
mosphere as a function of the meteorological conditions, principally the 
amount of precipitable water vapor. This program and the reliability of 
its predictions are described in the Appendix. In addition to the trans-
mission as a function of frequency, the program also calculates: (1) a 
weighted average frequency, v, and (2) the integral of the product of 
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the atmospheric transmission with the filter transmission and spectra of 
any desired power law, which is the quantity acttially measured by the 
detector. 
In Table 5 are shown the values of the weighted average frequency 
for several different power law spectra, F 
V 
and for various amounts 
of water vapor. In Table 6 are shown the ratios of the integrated flux 
from a spectrum, Fv « v 0 , relative to the integrated flux from a black-
body spectrum in the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, Fv « v2 • The spectra 
were normalized to equal F at the appropriate v from Table 5. The un-
. V 
certainties given in Tables 5 and 6 are the estimated variations due to 
insufficient knowledge of the filter transmission and diffraction char-
acteristics. These uncertainties were determined by performing the in-
tegrals with various filter transmission curves believed to represent 
the maximum range of possiblE: characteristics. Clearly sources with 
equal F at their respective v but with different spectral indices will 
V 
not in general produce the same signal at the detector. The necessary 
correction factor, however, appears to be a function only of the spectral 
index and not of the atmospheric water vapor. 
It is apparent from the preceding discussions that to calibrate any 
measurement two quantities must be known roughly - the precipitable 
water vapor in the atmosphere, and the frequency dependence of the ,flux 
density from the sources under observation. The runount of water vapor 
can be estimated in two ways. The decrease in signal strength with in-
creasing zenith angle of the calibration sources gives some indication 
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2
o Spectral Index. a, for Fv cc Va 
0 1 2 ~3 
1.5 0.75±0,02 0,83±0.01 1.00 1. 33±0,06 
3.0 0.80±0.05 0.81±0.03 1.00 l. lP:t0,03 
6.o 0.81±0.05 0.88±0.04 1.00 1.16:::0.05 
12.0 0.81±0.06 0.88±0.05 1.00 1.1.5:±0,07 
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water vapor content from the theoretical extinction coefficients calcu-
lated by the computer program in the Appendix and shown in Figure 81• 
In addition, a device is available2 which compares the flux from the 
sun at two nearby wavelengths in the near infrared. One wavelength is 
situated in the center of a water absorption line and the other in the 
nearby continuum. This provides a rough independent· measure of the total 
precipitable water vapor in the line of sight to the sun. The frequency 
dependence of the flux density, as noted before, must be estimated on 
the basis of data at other wavelengths. 
1These calculated opacities vs. water vapor are in reasonable agreement 
with the values measured by Low (t966a) 
2 
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Fig. 8 - The predicted logarithmic decrease in signal 
from zenith angle= o0 to zenith angle= 60° 
is shown as a function of the precipitable 
water vapor in a line of sight to the zenith. 
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V. SAMPLE OBSE.RVATIONS 
As an example of the calibration procedure, measurements of two 
sources will be discussed, the H II region W 51 and the quasar 3C273. 
The observations of each and their calibration sources are summarized in 
Table 7. 
A. W 51 -- Component G49.5-0.4 
This H II region has been observed at a variety of radio frequencies 
and with a variety of spatial resolutions. It is composed of a diffuse 
component several arcminutes in extent and several compact regions less 
than one arcminute in size (Martin 1972, and references therein). On 
November 13, 1972, six regions of the component G49.5-0.4 of W 51 were 
measured at 1 mm along with Jupiter at two elevation angles; on March 30, 
1973, several more regions were observed along with the Moon and Jupiter. 
Only the peak brightness measurements will be discussed here. The rela-
tive sizes of the signals from the observed regions of W 51 indicate 
that the emission arises from an area several arcminutes in extent. 
Therefore, at the peak position the source fills the 1.7 arcminute beam 
of the system. For this reason and because of possible cancellation of 
part of the signal due to the finite extent of the chopping, the observed 
signal represents a lower limit to the total flux from this area of W 51. 
In Table 8 the calibration of the W 51 observations is summarized. 
The atmospheric extinction coefficients were determined from the obser-
vations of the calibration sources and were used to determine the ratios 
of the fluxes at equal zenith angles. The spectrwn of this component 
TABLE 7 - OBSERVATIONS 
Object Date Sidereal Time Sec Z Relative Signal* 
Jupiter Nov 13, 1972 1840 1.82 161 
W 51 " 1930 1.05 4. 6±.:45 
Jupiter " 2125 2.94 118 
Jupiter Mar 30, 1973 1730 2.78 124 
Moon " 1750 2.76 1288 
Jupiter " 1840 1.96 192 
Moon " 1845 2.03 1787 
Jupiter " 2010 1.65 210 
Moon " 2015 1.50 2181 
W 51 " 2030 1.10 7.16±.26 
Jupiter ti 2120 1.68 237 
Moon " 2125 1.42 2611 
Venus Nov 15, 1972 0955 2.03 43,0 
Saturn " 1005 2.30 40.9 
3C273 " 1155 1,21 o,84±.16 
Venus tt 1225 1.32 50.5 
3C273 Feb 9, 1973 1620 2.30 2.07±.23 
Jupiter " 1730 2.21 71.2 
·Jupiter " 1840 1.84 96.1 
*Equal units on all dates 
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TABLE 8 
Calibration of W 51 Observations 
Nov 13 2 1972 
Log extinction per 
air mass -0.12±.04 
Sig(W 51)/Sig(Jupiter) 
@ equal zenith angle 2.29 x 10-2 
I H2o from near IR 
calibration 3.0±1.5 mm 
I H2o from change in 
signal with zenith 
angle 2.0±1.0 mm 
/ H2o at zenith angle 
of W 51 (assumed) 3.0 mm 
v - W 51 9.4±0.5 cm-1 
F (v) - Jupiter 6190 x 10-26 Wm-2Hz-l 
\! 
Beam efficiency 
(Figure 7) 0.97 
Spectral Shape Correc-
tion (Table 6) 1.00 
F - W 51@ I 137 x 10-26 Wm-2Hz-1 
v @ 1.-06 mm 
±14 (statistics) 
±35 (calibration) 
Mar 30 1 1973 
-0.23±.03 
4.2±1. 5 mm 




150 X 10-26 Wm- 2Hz-l 




of W 51 follows roughly a v-O.~ dependence between 9.5 and. 60 mm wave-
length, but between ' 9mm. and 100µ the flux rises by several orders of 
magnitude (Hoffmann et al. 1971). Therefore, a spectrum proportional to 
v2 was adopted. From Table 5 and the estimated precipitable water vapor, 
this spectral shape implies the effective frequencies given in Table 8. 
The assumed brightness temperature of Jupiter and its calculated flux 
density on each date lead to the derived fluxes for W 51 also given in 
Table 8. These determinations are reasonably consistent with a v2 de-
pendence of the flux between lnnn and 100µ. The errors quoted are: (1) a 
statistical error, and (2) an absolute calibration error which has been 
taken as <J = ( cr 1 2 + <1:/ + <1 /) 1 / 2 where 
cr 1 = ± 10 percent error in ·assti.med temperature for Jupiter 
cr2 = ± 15 percent error from insufficient knowledge of filter 
properties 
cr 3 = ± 15 percent error from insufficient knowledge of water 
vapor and spectral dependence of flux 
B. 3C273 
This is the brightest optical and millimeter wavelength quasar and 
is effectively a point source. It was observed with the 1 mm system on 
November 15, 1972, and on February 9, 1973, with derived fluxes which 
differ by a factor of three. Both measurements will be discussed here, 
but a detailed discussion of possible reasons for the difference between 
the two measurements will not be given. In Table 9 the calibration of 
the 3C273 observations is summarized. The spectrum of 3C273 at milli-
meter wavelengths follows roughly a v0 dependence (Kellermann 1972) 
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TABLE 9 
Calibration of 3C273 Observations 
Log extinction per 
air mass 
Sig(3C273)/Sig(Planet) 
@ equal zenith angle 
I H
2




o from change in 
signal with zenith 
angle 
I H2o at zenith angle 
of 3C273 (assumed) 
-v - 3C273 
-\J - Planets 




tion (Table 6) 
F~(~) - 3C273@ I 
Nov 15 1 1972 Feb 9, 1973 
-0.10±.04 -0.35±.10 
1.64 x 10-2 for Venus 2.90 x 10-2 for Jupiter 
3.0±1.5 mm no measurement 








30 x 10-26 wm-2Hz-1 










93 X 10-26 Wm-2Hz-l 




with Fv~30 to 50 x 10-26 wm-2 Hz-1 , and this dependence has been assumed 
at 1 mm. The appropriate weighted average frequencies and derived 
fluxes are given in Table 9 with errors determined as for W 51. The 
assumed spectral dependence of v 0 is roughly consistent with the derived 
l nun fluxes, Barring gross mistakes in the measurements, the derived 
fluxes on the two dates differ by considerably more than the possible 
uncertainties in the calibration and a.re very tentative evidence for 
1 nun variability of 3C273. 
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APPENDIX 
CALCULATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION 
Three asswnptions are made in calculating the atmospheric trans-
mission: (1) that the only significant contribution to the opacity is 
from water vapor, (2) that Burch's (1957) empirically determined ex-
pressions for water vapor opacity are valid, and (3) that the atmosphere 
can be reasonably well represented by a plane-parallel homogeneous layer, 
one scale height in thickness. 
The first assumption is justified from many published spectra of the 
sun (Harries and Ade 1972, and references therein), although there is 
some debate about the presence of the water dimer, (H2o) 2 
(Harries and 
Ade 1972). The next most conspicuous molecule in far infrared atmo-
spheric spectra is o
2
• Although its effects are quantitatively insigni-
ficant, several of the o
2 
lines have been included in the computer pro-
gram described here since they appear in published spectra. Atmospheric 
homogeneity is assumed for simplicity; it is the only reasonable first 
order approximation. 
According to Burch (1957) the major problem in calculating the 
water vapor absorption between 300µ and several millimeters wavelength 
is that of determining the absorption coefficient in the wings of strong 
lines since that part of the absorption coefficient determines the ab-
sorption in the atmospheric 'Windows. The measured absorption coefficient 
as a function of frequency, K(v), in the windows cannot be fit by any 
simple expression for the line shapes. Therefore, Burch has developed 
an expression for K(v) that includes a slowly varying continuous absorp-
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tion coefficient, empirically determined, which is added to the analytic 
expression for the line contributions. The agreement between this em-
pirical formula and his own and other published measurements of K( v) at 
various frequencies is quite good. Additionally, the author has com-
pared the predicted K(v) of the program described here to the more recent 
published atmospheric spectra of Harries and Ade (1972), Mather et al. 
(1972) and Nolt et al. (1971) and has found good agreement between the 
predicted and observed spectra. Therefore, it seems reasonable to use 
Burch's expressions as a basis for a computer program which calculates 
the atmospheric transmission. 
In addition to computing the atmospheric transmission as a function 
of frequency, Ta(v); the product of the atmospheric and filter trans-
missions, T (v)T (v) = T(v); and the product of these with a power law 
a f 
spectrum, Ta ( v) T/ v )F 
O
va, normalized to F) A=l nnn) = 10-24 wm-:2Hz-1; 
the program also computes several -integral quantities related to the ob-
served power received by the detecting system. These are: 








= veighted average frequency 
= weighted average flux 
(3) 4,00 F O v 
0
T(v) dv = integrated flux 
(4) [~
00 T2(v)v0 dv]/Ut T(v)va dv] = weighted average transmission 
(5) [fo00 T(v)va dv]/[~00 va dv] = straight average transmission 
(6) [fo00 T(v)Ta(v)v0 dv]/[~00 T(v)v0 dv] = weighted average atmospheric 
(7) {~ F0 v
0 T(v) dv 
I 
transmission 
- integrated flux in six 
atmospheric windows. 





ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION PROGRAM 
PEAL NUl ,NU2,NtJKCC,INCR,NU,INDEX,KCINT,KC,KCC 
OIMFNSIO~ KCC(21),NUKCC(21),TL(6),Sl(t5),SIC(65),FR(65),S(65,~J, 
lNFXP ( f. J, ti.J::id 65, 6), A ( 1,5) • AC ( 65) , Fl (6-5T~T1ftiNST<io0 r, ·-n=COffg('l('. f ~ - --
2X ( 901 l, I CATX( 900), I OATY ( 9CO), SC ( 4), ALF ( 65, I,), NS ( GCS), hR ( ~n~,. 
3FM ( 6), FP ( 6), C XNU ( Q) , 0 XS ( g) , FF IL T( 5G) , Tc IL T ( ~': ) , SF ( 6) 
DA TA FM/C .c, 6-:·o, 12. o, 15. C, 19 :o-;-is:-o, ~ FP / 6. :-~ri-;;;~ p,-. "t, l C) :ti, 25. i-,· 
1 33.0/ 
FREQUHO GF OXYGEN I INES 
DATA hxNL/3.a,12.2q,14.1j,16.25,23.ij,2~.a1,21.R2,1~.3S,37.38/ 
STRFNGTH CF 0XYGfN LINES 
~ATA rxs,.7,.67.,5.7,2.1,1~5,A.7,2.q,1.8,S.5/ ·c--·- ·s·fD-fNGT_H_A~,i"o··RE.0°Lt°EN°t:v-of·-FAKE c"rHin ;~uous fd\SORPTTr"J CffFf"JCIF.NTS 
nATA KCC1.,c8,.C29,.076,.1A,.31,.43,.6J,.79,l.1,l.5,2.7,3.5,4.4, 
1·5.2,s.s,6.6,7.6,8.6,9.6,10.8/, NUKCC/1.,2.,3.,4.,5.,6.,8.,10., -----·-rn:-;p~:-~ft,·.--;·n-:~-ir.. ·;-22°:" ;·;,4~ ·; 2i>; ,-z-1:f~, Iu·~ -;-it . -, 34~; 36~, ---· 
DAU Tt/~2r,.,31JO.,?.er.,260.,24 .... ,22,)./, PJ/3.141':,',/ 
____ N;.c_F_I~l;;_.cT_=....:C'--_ _ ·-·· _____ _______ -----------···· __ _ 
C 
Nl INESz3 ~ 
READ PAP~METFRS OF WATFR llNES 
on 20 t=l,Nl.lNFS 
R.F:AO (5,100) H(I),((S(J,JT),NFXP(JTt),JT=l,f:I 
FORMAT (f~.2,9X,6(F4.2,12,4Xlt 
DC lC• JT :} ,6 
---=-1--=-0-----,s--rr;Jn;.-~n ,-Jn•ic .•·•rnexP (Jt n 
101 ~OR~AT fl4~,6(F5.3,5X)J 
_2_0 ___ R_E 40 ( 5, 10 lJ ( ALF A ( I , J T ) , J T = 1 , 6 I 
FOP M AT-TT4:i•· , 2 x ,F4.-7-;-ix~-F4-;T;}>(;F4-:Z-;"1"X, F 4 ~ f, 1 x ,-r 4. 1 , 1 X, t- 4. i-,-1 x", 10? 
l F4.2,11,F4.2,3X,12) 
C READ ATMCSPHFPIC CCNDITJONS FOR O(SIREO srrCTRUM 
---24-- R EAO ( 5, 1ci2-, - TA IR' p Afl~' PRW TR ;HuM-,-.-NOi:X t NUl 'NIJ2' I~~ p ~ SC AL!"~ n= I LT 
103 
C 
IF (TAJP.E0.0.9 STOP 
IF (IFILT.FC.CJ GO TO 25 
f:f.P.MAT ( P-(f5.2·~~5~-3J f ·--·•-··--------·-------·-------- - .. --- -- -· . 
~fAD TQAiSMIS~IG~ nF SYSTfM FILTfRS 
~ f tO ( ~, lC 3) ( ( FF I LT ( I J, TF TL T ( 1 t), I= 1, IF J l T) --------NFfCf;iFiLi- - - ---- . . ------ ---- .. .. 
C FINDS ~HJCH TE~P 1n l~TERPnLATE BETWEEN 
25 00 26 I=l,6 1c: ( TA 1~ .r.r. '!"U 1, > c;_o·-ro 28 ___________ ···•-------·•·· - · - ·- • ·-----· --•-·· ·-- - --·---- - ··- ··-
26 CCNTif\UE 
_____ 26 _ NF=I-1 
NI=l ·-
C FINDS VAFCP. PRF.SSURf OF WATEK IN UNITS OF ATMUSP~fPfS F~CM 
:S:~- - -- _ ____!f_P~O.JW.!_C: _ ~~ALYIJ,Vf:LAT I_ONU.BQ.~. "AS!l3._~_!'lj~~ OUr\NT" 
' IF (HUt-'.ff.~.~) O(WPf=HIP-3.5-20.*(0.!:J-l'IJ~) 
IF -(~U~.LT.0.~) DfkPT=TAIP-9.3-2.**((0.S-HUM)~l2.) 
VAPRS=lu./2.**((285.-0E~PT)/9.) 
----P-SWtR,;:~rrifs/ fPAlR*76·CI., · .. -·--·•·- ·- ···. 
C CPAJR=EFFfCTIVf llNf-BRGACENING PRESSUHE BY Al~ 
CPA1R=C.c;2*Pt.JQ 
--c---P-CONT= EF fEC T iv"FTfNF E\PifAtTN-it-.iG PRF.s·s·uRE FCP FAKJ: Ci)~l l~I.JUI~ ABS 
PCONT=l3.*PS~TR+CDAIR 
C PLINF=EFFECTIV~ LINE-8ROA~E~l~G PR~SS~R~ ~~R LI~ES 
PLfNF.~-f•rswt 0 +-0>,HR --· .. - -----. -
DO 32 Jcl,~LTNES 
_____ 0_0 30 JTsl_,_~ ____________ ______ __ _________ --·-··· __ 
30 
'32 
A.l,.F (I, JT l=AL.r A (I, JT) *PL I NE 
CCNTit\l!F 
DEL=< TAI F-fl. (NI) )/2 ; . ·- - - ----
flHC:=':" .P 
DC 34 I=l,6 
153 
34 SF<I>=c.c · - · -- - -- ---- -- -- -- - ------ -- - -- ·· ·· --------
c INTERPCLATFS LINF STRENGTHS AND BROAOE iHNGS coq_ lf"4P !;':Sf;;fo, ANO 
C FOP 2S6K FCR CO~PUTATICN OF TEMP OEP~NO~~cc OF (C~TI~UU~ Ans 
0C 36 1=1,NLINfS . . 
SI ( I ) =SC J, NI ) +rH: L * ( S ( I , NF) -c:; ( I, "Jl ) ) 
ti. ( I ) :r A L F ( I , N I ) i- f'I !:" l. * ( Al F ( I , N F ) - 1\ L F ( I , N I l ) 
S 1 C ( I ) : S ( I ,3 >+OF.LC* ( S < I , ? ) .:..- S I I, J) l 
36 A f. ( I ) = J.L F ( I , 3) +DEL C * ( /J L F ( I , ?. l -ALF ( I , 3) l 
PRINT llC, TfiTR,PAf1>. ,HUM,PRWTR,Nlll,NIJ2, fllif.1 \ ,lNDfX 
110 -- TtHi MA r -T ·;-1 ii"f" rs r f1 l ' "p I CTR AN c; ~ I s 5 I !J N F (_11{ I / I ,I lF M p FH h TI 111 F = I - ' F 4 • G , 
l I K1 / 1 fH·S<-lJ><F= I ,4X,F4.?/ 1 P i l HJ,•,11r1JTY = ',F4.?// 1 p1,r:( whTf"I< -~ 
2 • , F 4 • 1 11 • f r. r o u F- N c v r, "' N G r "' • , r 'J • l , • c 11 .:: fl - 1 r r' , , r :, • ;, , • c M ~ " - 1 , 1 
3 ·-;· FR.HLJENCY I NC rirMf:r-ff,;-···, -, -F3. 2, 1 ·cM**-1 I I /I' NUH' 'r:: 4. l, I SPF:C H Ill 
4 JNOfX OF JNCT~FNT RAOIATION') 
Pl<INT 10~ 
-·--· fn5 _ ___  Tn ~i.;:11·c f•o-riii~·s,,n s"sTr i--t~- cT-F(L"i'(F< s·:.:::Nuir • 11 
IF(NFILT.rc.Gl G[ TO JP 
1{;6 FOP'-'hT ( fl(f6.2,1X,FS.3,4XJJ 
-- ··•·pfH ~,.--ToT~- -({(F n t" CiT; fFfd( if f' I= l 'NF I LT) 
GO TO 40 
38 PRINT 101 
__ 1_0_7--F □ Rr,IAT ( 'ClC C PFR(f:f\T TRANSMISSION AT ALL NU') 
4e, su~r:=r. 
su~TF=C'. ---- -SUr-'TTF-=0. 
SUMNTF=O • . 
SUP.,ATF=O. 
F=NUl . . 
PRloiTR=PRl<TR/10. 
J:: 1 
- ·- · 12v_, __  FORM4T ·(1H·1°,·1 NU(Cr~-lJ .. t<.- t"cJNTINUlJM',fX,iK lfNf',6X, ,r-M FLU:X 1 ,°:3X, 
1 'TR FLUX',3X,'l0f; TP 1 ,5X,'TRANS',4X, 1 LAM0,'1',6X,'f.Tfi' TR,H, S'J 
P~INT 12C 
- - - 4 2 - - . . SU t~ K = C • . 
SUP.,KC=C. 
C SUI-I OF CCt-.lRTBUTlONS CF LINES -~T __ f _RE_Q~~E _NCY-F"."'. ___ _ 







S UM K = S UM I< + S I ( I l * A f I l * ( J • / ( D l + A ( I > * * 2 l -+ l • / ( 0 2 -t A ( I ) * * 2 ) ) /F L ( I ) * ~ 2 
SUMKC=SUltKC+SICC I l*AC( I l*( 1./([ll+AC( I 1**21 t-l./(D2+ACt l )t., *21 )/l=L CI I 
1**2 
INTERPCL~TES CONTINUOUS ABSORPtION FOR FRFQUENCY-F-
OO 50 l=l,21 
IF {F.LF.NUKCC(!)) GO TO 52 
f,GNTTMJF . . 
L = 1-1 
KC J NT= Kf C ( l J -t- ( F -NUK r.r ( l ) ) '°' ( KCC ( I) -KCC ( l l 1/ ( NUKCC ( I l -NU Kr C (L) ) 
- -c -· · ·ttNrI°NUiil"s A·,rs"riPPffo~i- .ft nF.<iIRF.o ifMPE:RATURF. · 
KC=KCI~T~SUMK/SU~~C 




At =J o·-:oC .i~ ·· -· ·-····-··- -- ·----- -~ - --·---· 
Tl=K<:*PCCI\T 
T2=( FH2 )*SIH'K'/PI 
TS =C. - -- . 
OXYGEN L tt-.F:S 
oc 54 J=J,q 
154 
----54·-. -·-f,f;·rs-+cx-~(i iiT{F-:.(JXNU, 1 > 1 *-*2+·:~-548* .*2-J 
C 
T5=15*.~~8~. ? ~PhJR/PT 
___ T.-:.4=1. 
IF (NFILT.s:o.0) GfJ rn 64 . 
INTERPCL~TF~ flllER TRANSMISSION AT FREQUJ:~(Y-F-
00 60 I= 1 , NF TL T 
IF ( F. l E • FF I LT ( t ) ) GO T n. 6 2 . . ·- -- ... 
60 CCNTJr,.,ur- · 
62 l=l-1 
·-----·--·T4;TF .. ffrti..·, -... , F-fF ii f'U: ·,, .*fTF .Iif({f.:.:r·F IL T ( L)) / ( FF IL T ( T) -F F tl T ( L l) 
64 T6=PRWTR*(Tl+T2)~(-G.434)-T5 
.. _ _____ _ JJ:. J .T .. '!.. ..  L~ • .. Q. > It. =_Q ._0.90.9.00_n1 .. 
fq1NS(J):Th+ALCG11(T4) 
YF (T6.L 1.-2~.) T6=-?C. 
T6=l'J.Hl6 
----·- --· ·· ·Tr TfPiNS Ci>. i. r·:=2L)~-, -TR.ANS (jj = .:2~ 
FLUX=lCO.~C(f/10.)**INOEX) 
T3=TRHSJJ) _ -·-- ·-··---··--·- ----·--------- ··-· -···· •·· ··- ·- · - · ····•·· ·· - ··· •· 
TRA~S(J)=l0.**TPA~S(J) 
TFLUX(J)=FLux~TRANS(J) 
121 FOPMAT ( 2~ ,F5.2,3X,1PE12.3,3X,El2.3,3X,~PF7.l,3X,F7.l,3X,F7.2,3X 
1 ,F7.5,3~,F5.0,~X,F7.5) . . . . . . . 
PPTNT 121, F-,Tl,T2,FLUX,TFLUX(J),T3,TRANS(J),Al,Tf. 
SUMF=SlJMF+FLIJX 
_____ S;;_L;:__r,,TF=SUHF+TFLU>'(J ;- - .. -- - - - -·- - - ·- -- -- -·---·-
SU~TTF=SLMTT~+TFl UX(J )*TRANS(J) 
SU~NTF=SlMNTf+F~TFLUX(JI 
. SU~A1F=SLMATF+T6•TFLUX(J) 
00 66 I=l,6 
M) IF (F.GT.F~(I).,v-in.F.Lf.FP(I)) SHI)=SF(l)+Tl=L!JX(J) 
- ··•---·- - -- - --- - ··· -- ··· . .. ---- ·- · . -··- ·- ····- - - ·••• ·•··· -- ··-- ..... 
70 
F=F+ll\(R 
I~ (f.GT.~U21 GO TO 7f 
... J = J+ 1 __ -· · 







S lJMF 7. =SU!- TF ~ I Nf Kt,. /l fl(• 
P RWT P: PP I< T Cl~• l O. 
-·- -- -· ·- ··- F'f) '~i"·F•=·i0·c.n((i"VNu/"ic-. )•<rJNnrx··r/slJMF2 
P P. T t I T l l 4 , /. V NI J , S l J 1,1 F l , S lJ II. F 2 , AV T KN S , A V 1 ~ S , 1 VA T P , F- f ' V 1 F 
. .. p 4 t: ') '< M " T ( ' ':· w F I r, H T F n AV [ ~ A G f r F<( 0 u F I\; C y = I t F ':> • ? ' ' -: ,.. ~ ,,  - I t / / ' A V f: 0 A (, E 
lFNll; 1 ,ff.2,' F.U.'/1' n-ncr,RATU) FL'JX= •,F-"~.?,' IN u~. !TS OF 11'.'"'*-
2L4 W/M.*"'-'i. 1 //' \.lt:IGHTfO AVF.:RAG:: TRANS-= 1 ,F5.3,//,' STRhTGHT hVF 0 AGF 
···- --- - -- · 3 · ~£.~ .. t:J.5.: __ ~!.~-'>.~// 1_ Wf:'.IGHTJC AVE.~ _~GE ATMOSPHt:QI( TRA~S= ',F5.3-// 
74 
---- 11 _'l 
___ 111 .... 
155 
4 1 FNU(N~BAR)/JNTF~PAL OF FNU= ',F6.2//' ') 
DC 74 I=l,6 
SF ( I ) =SF ( I ) t-.. 1 NCR (t 3 ·• / l CO • . .... --- ·- ··· -·-- -- . 
PPINT 11~,((F-~(J),FP(J),<;r(J)), J=l,6) 
~.QJ?~~-~T _ _J__~_':_l_~!(~P _I\J!:i) Fp1Xt5 IN !\TM1l _SPH':9tC t1TN :)C:\..S t~· Ut-JlT<:; CF h* 
l*-14 W/M~*2',//d:(l._, ,F4.1,' Tu ',F4.l,' (~•ld•-1','iX,Ft.i.2,I)) 
PPJNl 111 
_f _Qf'"1_A._! ( ~-l~~rT C'F T~A~r~I S_SION V~ FR~O (C~H-1)') 
SC (?) = 1. U 1?.. r; 
C,((4).::C.C 
~~ ( 1J =Sf.A_l__f: 
t =I\Ul 
Yl=l 
SC(2)sYJ -- -- -·•· . -. i ;~t_f2+·1: . 
Y2::.J 
-- ~~=_(_Yl-V_ u ,su~_l r 
CALL DGPlOT (X,TRA~S,J,NS,PX,l~.c,1,sc,rn~rx,I~~TY,F~) 
117. FCR,-.AT (' CGPL(T fRPOR ~fSSAG!: = 1 ,F:S.J) 
__________ l _F __ (ER.L _f.O.J ___ PR_JNT _Jl2 1 FR __ _ _ ..... 
PP.INT 113 
113 FOPM6T ( 1 lPLnT OF TPAl\~~ITTFO FNU vs FRFC (C"••-1)') 
';C(3l=C.C · scC4i=r.c · · - ---• -·• - ·•• ·--·--•-·-· 
CALL OGPtnT ()(,TFLUX,J,NR,PX,lJ.a,1,sc, rnATX,lOATY,Fk) 
- - --······· l.F_ ' -~~---U:/1 . • ) P~_U:!L ... U?.tf~ ... . 
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